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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, AUGUST 7. 1906.

VOL. 43.
PAUL MORTON TALKS
OF INSURANCE
,

BOLD

PROGRAM
PUT

STRONGLY

Investigates Affairs of Life Assurance
Company in Germany Business
Will Grow Better.
Berlin, Aug.

Attorney Wade of
Las Graces Timely Suggestion.
10

HOLDJlYEraN

TEXAS

IN

And Hundreds Are
Homeless Terrible Loss.
RjUNSli

River-Dea-

th

IN SARATOGA
fore-moa-

CAUSE

of Colorado
List Grows
Hourly.

St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 7. A special to
Governor Calls Attention of Sheriff
tuo
from Port Worth
to
"Law Enforcement" First
says:
Raid in Years.
"Twenty-fivwere drown-eperson1!
hundredrendered homeiess and a
Saratoga N. Y., Aug. 7. The first
raid on a gambling house in Saratoga half a million dollars wortlh of propsince the time of "Cale" Mitchell was erty destroyed as a result of a flood in
made last night, following tue receipt south Texas today when the Colorado
river was forced out of its bank by
by Sheriff Cavanaugh of a communication from Governor Higgins regard- heavy rains.
"The deatii list is growing hourly
ing the enforcement of the law. A
and it is feared the worst disaster to
Bridge Whist Club House, conducted
Texas since the Galveston flood has
by Joe Ullman wnt raided by the
occurred.
Relief trains aro cut off,
police, proprietor and employes
Inand the furniture removed. wires are down and the fate of the
The players were not tukrn into cus- habitants of several isolated towns is
unknown.
tody.
h

e
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THIEVES

IN

CUSTODY
AT SANTA

IDAHO DEMOCRATS
AFTER MORMONS

ROSA.

Two colored men, who refused to
give their names, were arrested by Plank in State Platform Favored DeSheriff Phillipps of Otero County at
nouncing Plural Marriages Candidates No Issue.
Santa Rosa last Friday upon complaint
of a colored man at Oro Grande who
accused them of robbing him of a sum
Coeur, D'Aleue, Idaho, Aug. 7.
of money. They were taken to Oro When the Democratic state convention
assembled today there was a prospect
Grande to answer the charge.
of fierce fighting ana bitter personalities. As to the choice of candidates
few seem to care. Mr. Bryan's endorseFROM
ment for president Is a matter of
course out the Morrao question will
not down.
Democrats After the Niormons in

STATISTICS

LARGER

CITIES

Idaho.

platform plank favored by the
Dubois forces calls for the "Extirpation of Polygamy", "complete separation of church and state," and the passage of a law, forbidding any one to
vote, serve as juror or hold civil office
who is living in a patrlarichal, plural
or a celestial marriage or who teaches
or advises such a marriage. That
such a plank will he adopted is predicted.
A

Issued by Census Bureau New York

Leads AIL
BIG

FIGURES"

FEATURE

IOWA DEMOCRATS
IN CONVENTION

One Hundred and Fifty-On- e
Having Population of Over
30,000 Represented.

Wage Battle for Nomination for Governor Porter Ball and Denison
.

The census
Waslngton,
bureau today issued a bulletin on the
statistics for 1904 of the cities having
a population of over 30,000. The
cities covered numbered 151. Of these
New York held the largest land area,
of 209,218 acres. The total corporate expenditures of 151 cities for the
fiscal year of 1904 were $554,440,215 of
which those of New York constituted
$167,060,171, or
Though
New York has only twice the population of Chicago its current expenses
are nearly, four times as great.
Some Monster Figures in Report.
The total receipts of the cities
were $5,940,175,998, of which
were from taxes and other
revenues and $121,752,140 from loans
on increasing indebtedness. The receipts of municipal industries, such as
gas and water works amounted to
7

Aug.

three-tenth-

8

$112,280,827.

in Race,

Waterloo, ' Iowa, Aug. ' 7. The entire Interest in the Democratic state
convention centers in the nomination
for governor. It was announced today
that State Senator Claude Porter, of
CenterviHe, has consented to be a
candidate and his district will present his name.
The friends of George Ball and
John Denison also are active.
The conservatives controlled the
In the
caucuses to the committees.
fight for the nomination for governor
rallied
conservatives
the
Ball while the men,
around
the
who three years ago cornered
convention for Hearst, rallied around
look to
Denison. The conservatives
Porter as a compromise,

COLFAX COUNTY
RANCHMAN DROWNED

Aggregate Debt Larger than National.
Found Floating in Creek After
The aggregate debt of the 151 cities Body
a Storm Was a Pioat the close of the year was
neer,
and the debts less the sinking
funds, was $1,228,216,933, or more than
Baton, N. M., Aug. 7. During a
greater than the national severe rain and hall storm Sunday
The
debt.
per capita debt less the evening, Samuel Sproull, a pioneer
sinking funds was $56.97.
ranchman of Colfax County, was
drowned in the east fork of Sugarlte
was found yesterto retain as long as she was satisfied Creek. His body
mile below the ranch, where
half
a
day
territorial
with it, her present
governit had floated. In one hand was
ment, but to keep the door of admissmall bushes with which he
clutched
sion open to her until such time as she
tried to save himself and his hat
should value the blessings of full citi- had
was held in the other hand.
zenship more than the gratification of
Mr. Sproull had gone out to see that
her present
prejudices and
his live stock was sheltered from the
dislikes, and our eastern friends would storm
and It is supposed that he fell
feel assured that at some time, if not
Into the creek which had been transthe
between
now, the people residing
formed into a raging .torrent and was
Pecos and the Colorado rivers would
the turbulent waters.
be combined into one great, rich and swept away by
When he did not return to the house
influential state, a credit to the nation,
after a reasonable length of time had
and a sharer of its best impulses, Inelapsed neighbors were notified that
corpostead of two comparatively weak,
states. A successful he was missing and a searching party
ration-ridden
the entire night in looking for
issue of the program above outlined spent
htm.
success
of
for
its
course,
is dependent,
upon one preliminary, viz., that the
people of the Territory show by a TWO FELL FROM
decisive vote their desire for stateFIRE ESCAPES
hood and willingness to conform to
the requirements of Congress in this
matter as far as possible. An adverse To Sudden Death Sleeping There to
vote in New Mexico, or even an affirm-ativGet Relief From Terrible Heat In
vote by a small majority would
New York City.
rightly be construed as showing indifference on the part of the people to
New York, Aug. 7. There was some
statehood or their opposition to the
relief
from the excessive heat
Jointure proposal. It Is, therefore, in- which today
prevailed in New York during
cumbent upon the
to
people
the last tfhree days, Thunderstorms
get out as large- a vote in favor of and a lower
temperature are predicted
the acceptance of the provisions of
for tonight. Two persons, sleeping on
Hamilton
the
act
as
think
I
possible.
All Depends Upon Action of
People of that upon our activity in this matter Are escapes last night fell to the
New Mexico.
at this time will depend whether or street and were killed.
"The provision in the proposed con- not we Shall receive statehood within
stitution with reference to the annex- the next year or two, or whether or Legal blanks ot every description,
ation of Arizona will have a tendency not the boon which we covet so ar- and
conforming to the laws of New
largely to abate the above objection; dently shall be deferred tor eight or Mexico, are on hand and for tale bj
Us effeot would be to allow Arteona ten years longer."
the New Mexican Printing Compear
$1,531,-462,65-
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BOARD OF EDUCATION SESSION E MPEHOR
e

Education

met

regular monthly session last ulght

in
in
B.

the office of President Thomas
Catron. Mr. Catron presided at the
gathering of the school board and Superintendent J. A. Wood was at his
post as secretary. The members present were Judge N. B. Laughlln,
Charles F. Easley, Jose C. Sanchez,
Jose D. Sena, Jose Segura and A. C.
Ireland. James L. Seligman was the
only absentee.
Considerable business of importance
was transacted. A new principal was
named for the high school. A committee was appointed to seo that the
law requiring school children to be
vaccinated was enforced and another
special committee was chosen to make
an inspection of the new first ward
school. The remainder of ithe pro
ceedings was of a routine nature. It
was a business-likmeeting and the
matters were disposed of quickly.
Professor W. E. Garrison, of Indianapolis, Indiana, former president
of Butler College In the Hoosier
State, was appointed as principal of
the high school. Mr. Garrison has
been In' the city for several months
and during that short space of time
has become well acquainted here. He
was forced to seek a higher altitude
for the benefit of his health and after
casting about for a suitable place
finally chose Santa Fe. The invigorating air and bracing climate generally have already had the effect of Improving his health, and he has decided
to make his home here In the future.
Mr. Garrison
comes highly recommended as an educator and Santa Fe
Is indeed fortunate In having secured
the services of so capable a man to
act as principal of the new high
school.
In the matter of having .the school
children vaccinated a committee was
appointed consisting of Messrs. Sena,
Segura and Judge Laughlln. They
were Instructed to see that the law
was complied with In regard to vaccination. According .to a statement
made by one of the members of the
Board of Education several of the city
physicians have offered to vaccinate
free all pupils whose parents are too
poor to pay the nominal fee charged
providing that the vaccine Is furnished by the school board.
This step is taken simply as a matter of precaution and to abide hy the
SO far as known there is no
law.
epidemic of smallpox anywhere in
New Mexico and there has not been a
single case for years in Santa Fe. The
law says that school children must
be vaccinated, however, and the Board
of Education will see that It is enforced here. Children who have been
vaccinated within a few years need
not submit to the operation again unless it didn't "take."
Contractor Dlgneo has Informed tJhe;
Board of EduiraOiaK tbt thfc first- - wwds
school building will be completed by
the first of September in plenty of
time for it to be used this fall. The
attention of the committee appointed
at the meeting last night to inspect
bhe building was called to the fact
that the putting up of necessary outhouses had 'been overlooked and the
committee was authorized to have this
work done at once.
The Board of Education has been
holding its meetings for some time in
the office of Judge Laughlln at the
Old Palace. The judge's present quarters are not as well adapted for sessions of this kind and therefore It
was decided to have the members assemble last night at the office of Mr.
Catron. The meetings hereafter will
be held in the superintendent's office
at the high school.
e

SELECTING NAMES
FOR JURY SERVICE GALLUP

RULES

W. E. Garrison
Elected
Professor
Principal High 8chool To
Children,

The Board of

Society, spent yesterday here, going
over the records of the company's
Gorman business. Ha left for Paris
last night and will sail for America
August 15th. Morton said:
"My investigations in Europe justify me in believing that the campaign
against the American insurance companies on this side of the Atlantic HEAVY
ha3 practically subsided. I believe
all of us will shortly be doing our old
time business here."
Of Overflow

Constitution.

t
Edward C. Wade, one of the
attorneys of southern New Mexico, spent part of last week in this
city on legal business. Mr. Wade is
a lawyer of fine education and much
learning and experience. He came to
years
Santa Fe first twenty-seveago, returned to Washington for a
few months, then came again to New
Mexico in 1881. Since .then he has
his permanent
made the Territory
home; for a time he was in El Paso
doing newspaper work aud for three
years he lived temporarily at Grant's
Pass In the state of Washington. Unhe
der the Sheldon administration
served successfully and satisfactorily
as territorial district attorney for the
Third Judicial ' District. During the
past two years he has been junior
member of the law firm of Bonliam
Las
at
and
Cruces,
Wade,
and
lucrative
a
which
does
constantly extending business in the
counties of the Third Judicial, District
and before the Territorial Supreme
Court.
Mr. Wade Is well posted on New
Mexico conditions and resources. He
is very observant, reads a great deal,
meets many people and keeps close
tab on events political. To a representative- of the New Mexican in answer to the question what he thought
of the statehood situation, Mr. Wade
talked interestingly, although briefly.
There is much good meat in Ills remarks and this is what he said:
What Should Be Done to Secure
Statehood.
"The question as to what, if any,
action should be taken by the people
of New Mexico for the purpose of procuring statehood In the event of the
people of Arizona, voting in the negative on the question of political union
with New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Hamilton act, is one that necessarily forces Itself upon those who
desire to have this Territory admitted
to the Union at an early date. It Is
true that the reports coming from Arizona with reference to the attitude
of the majority of the voters on the
question to be submitted in November are conflicting, anu the
people are by no means disposed
to admit that the 'proposition submitted will be negatived.
However,
should the people of Arizona vote in
the negative, then what? So far two
suggestions have been made: J. J.
Hagerman, whose opinions are well
worthy of respect, has suggested that
we cease all further agitation for statehood for a number of years, say, until after the next census, and in the
meantime appeal to Congress for pecuniary assistance in the matter of
reducing the great amount of Illiteracy which exists In the Territory.
Delegates Should Convene and Agree
on 'Constitution.
"Another suggestion is that, should
the people of New Mexico vote in the
affirmative by a considerable majority,
the delegates elected at the November
election convene at Santa Fe on the
third of December, as provided In
the Hamilton act, organize and adjourn to some convenient date after
the convening of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory, which body
can pass an act legalizing the convention, making provision for paying Its
expenses and for the submission to
the people of the Territory, at an
election to be held sometime in the
following spring, of a constitution to
be formulated by the convention and
conforming as near as practicable to
the requirements of the Hamilton act.
This last suggestion contains much
that appeals to me and I think it well
worthy of consideration.
Should we
pursue such a course and go to
gross seeking admission m December, 1907, with a constitution framed
along enlightened lines,
the rights of persons and property, and
yet at the same time
restraining as
much as possible improper
corporate
influences in the matter of our elections and legislation, and
containing
a provision for the annexation
of the
of
Arizona
to the state of
territory
New Mexico,
whenever
Congress
should elect so to do, it seems to me
that our petition for admission would
appeal strongly to Congress and to
the American people. As we know,
the principal objection to the admis!
sion of New Mexico and Arizona as
separate states is (1) the apprehension of the creation of two
weak,
and, perhaps, corrupt states, dominated by special interests and, (2) the
reluctance to admit a population of
450,000 or 500,000 to a representation
in the United States Senate double
that of the great states of New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois, with
their millions.

FLOOD

Paul Morton, presi-
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dent of the Equitable Life Assurance

What the Result
of Vote Form a State
AFTER GAMBLERS

No Matter
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Strike a Failur- eRevolutionists Are
Scattered.
TROOPS

ARE

IN

CONTROL

Government Rejoices at Turn
of

AffairsWill

it

Last?
Aug. 7. The
council has decided to call off
the strike. The announcement
will
be issued tonight or tomorrow. This
action does not apply to the provinces
but there Is little doubt that the workmen there will follow St. Petersburg's
example. More than half of the factories here resumed work this morning. While the employes of Borne of
the establishments In Moscow are still
out, none of the predictions of the parties that organized the strike movement were fulfilled. The railroad
was vital,
men, who1?
could not be induced to give the signal
for a strike, owing to a fear that the
majority of tlie men would not obey.'
Wnae the represessioiw and the arrests of the leaders were undoubtedly
a great factor in bringing about the
present situation, it is apparent that
the moment was 111 chosen for a strike.
People were not in the temper to supthe revoluport it, Consequently
tionary leaders who really inspired
the movement with the intention of
transforming it into an armed uprising
have suffered a severe loss prestige
and the proletariat
organizations
through which Obey worked have been
weakened. It is probable that they
will not recover. The government naturally Is greatly rejoiced ovsr its victory.
Troops Control Entire Situation.
Moscow, Aug. 7. Several red flag
demonstrations were broken up last
night by Dragoons but the city generally is quiet. The Central Committee of the Railroad Mens' unions has
in the strike
refused to
which is collapsing. Many factories
here are resuming work. Strike orsiganizers lay much blame for the
tuation to social revolutionists who
favor deferring the strike until autumn.
St. Petersburg,

work-men-

e

Burns-Bigg-

p

-

Copenhagen, Aug. 7. The third annual conference of the International
League of Women Suffragists opened
here today under the chairmanship of
Mrs.! Carrie Chapman-Catt- ,
ot New
York, president of the League, and
will hold, dally sessions until August
11th.
Twelve ' countries are

John ft. McPie recently appointed
iuarcelino Garcia as jury commissioner
to act with Clerk A. M. Bergere ot the
first judicial district court in the selection of three hundred names for
the United States jury box ls provided
for in the law passed by the 59th.
and approved June 30th, 190G,
Under the law the jury commissioner
must be of the opposite political party to that of the clerk of the court, and
after the names of the prospective
Jurors have been deposited in the box
the key Is turned over to the judge
of the district.
Commissioner Garcia and Clerl;
Bergere have selected the requisite
number of names from among the voters of Santa Fe, San Juan, Taos and
Rio Arriba Counties. The clerk has
posted a notice on the courthouse door
statins tlmt the drawing of the jurors
would take place Saturday, August 11,
in the selecting of the nums the commissioner chooses the first name and
the clerk Hie second and so on until
the list U complete. Tlio final drawing will Hike place in the presence of
three reputable citizens ol the disl.wenly-ontrict. The llrst
names
drawn from the box will constitute
the personnel of the United Slates
grand Jurv and tho next twenty-fou- r
persons whose names are on the slips
drawn will .wve as the United States
petit jury.
Tills meliioU ot securing federal
juror is now the practice in all the
States and Territories.
Con-gres- "

PROMINENT TEXAN DEAD.
A dispatch from Eureka
Springs,
Arkansas, announces the death at that
place last Thursday of Dr. Thomas D. Wooten of Austin, Texas. He
was 77 years old and was one of the
most prominent physicians in Texas.
He was formerly president of the
board of regents of the state university.

ARRESTOFFICERS

DEM

The New Mexican Bindery is turning out some of the most artistic
binding in the Southwest. It Is the
moat completely equipped blnderv in
the Hocky Mountain States south of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, necessary In homestead entries and in mineral applications. Prices low, especially in quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish' u

BANK

In Chicago

Search
for President and
Cashier,

ATTEMPTED HOLDUP
OF WILLARD AGENT DEP0SIT0RSARE

Saved By His Wife Who Gave Alarm
Fired Two Shots at Fleeing
Form.
is reported
?An attmuted. Jiold-ufrom Wllfard. Age-n- t V. W. Dycus of
the Santa Fe Central Railway there
was the intended victim, but thanks
to the vigilance of his wife he was
warned in time to be on his guard.
Mrs. Dycus discovered a man who
had a club in his hand standing at
the corner of the depot. It was then
nearly midnight and quite dark. In
the dim light she could distinguish the
form of the man, but she was unable
to discern his features. Realizing
that the prowler was bent on robbery
and intended to attack her husband,
she shouted to him that a man was
lying In wait for him and to protect
himself.
Finding that he had been discovrobber took to his
ered the would-bheels and disappeared in the night.
Mr. Dycus pulled out his pistol and
fired twice at the fleeing form, but
owing to the darkness the bullets
went wide of the mark. At least no
DAMAGE SUIT
trace of the man could be found the
CLAIMING $10,000 next morning. He made his escape
by darting behind the water tank near
s
LumBrought Against the
the depot and then making tracks for
ber Company in Rio Arriba County
the hills. The territorial mounted po
By Injured Woman,
lice have been notified of the attemptfor
ed hold-uand are on the look-ou- t
Attorneys Renehan & Thompson the desperado.
yesterday filed suit In the First Judicial District Court for Rio Arriba
County for Ada H. Michelson vs. FAMOUS ENGLISH
Burns-Bigg- s
Lumber Company for
CASES DISMISSED
damages named in the complainft as
$10,500 for injuries sustained by the
Were Result of Attempt of Edna Walplaintiff on January 13th, , 1906, on
lace Hopper to Break Stepthe railroad of the defendant at a
father's Will.
place between El Vado and Lumber-ton- .
London, Aug. 7. Tho judicial comIt is alleged that by the negli- mittee
of the privy council today recgence of the defendants the car in ommended the dismissal of the
appeal
which the plaintiff was riding as a
of Dunsmulr vs. Dunsmulr and Hoppassenger for hiring, particularly on
vs. Dunsmulr. The appeal resultaccount of a broken rail and bad track per
ed from a suit by Edna Wallace HopIron and ties, overturned and fell from
to break the will of the late Alexthe track, whereby the plaintiff was per,
ander Dunsmulr, her stepfather, in
bruised, lacerated, and became sick, which his
brother, James Dunsmulr,
sore and lame, and especially suffered
former
of British Columbia,
a dislocation of the arm, which it has was the premier
principal
legatee.
been impossible to reduce permanently. It is also alleged that in said car,
to the side, was piled a heavy load WOOL MARKET CONTINUES
INACTIVE WITH FEW SALES.
of flour Which by displacing the cenBoston, Mass., Aug. 7. The wool
ter of gravity contributed to the accimarket is inactive, business seeming
dent.
to be confined to slight transfers and
to the sampling of new offerings. It
is declared that not enough business
WOMEN SUFFRA- has been done to establish the range
IN
GISTS
SESSION of prices.
At Copenhagen Will Continue Righting Wrongs of Their Sex Until
August 11.

Marcelino Garcia Appointed
to Act
With Clerk A. M,
Bergere by
Judge John R. McFie.

HOPELESS

Of Receiving Even a Part of
Their Hard Earned
Savings.
Chicago, Ills., Aug, 7. President G.
Stensland, of the Milwaukee Avenue
State Bank will probably be arrested
as soon as he enters Chicago, or can
be found. Bank Examiner Jones, who
closed the bank yesterday said today
that Stensland surely had a guilty
knowledge of the looting of the bank.
The 22,000 depositors are losing hope
of recovering the 54,200,000 they entrusted to Stensland's care. The detectives are seeking cashier Henry W.
Hering the alleged embezzler, who is
said have left Chicago for Detroit
Saturday night and is supposed to
..ave gone to Canada.
A message was sent broadcast over
the country asking for the arrest of
Hering. He is described as "40 to
45 years old, ix feet two inches tall
and 275 pounds, stout built, dark complexion, chestnut hair, dark brown
mustache, light suit, good 'resser."
The court fixed the bond of the receiver at a million dollars. On complaint of Bank Examiner Jones, Justice Severson issued a warrant for
the arrest ot President Stensland, on
the charge of receiving deposits after
he knew the bank was insolvent. A
description of Stensland has been
sent broadcast and says that he is
"about 55 years old, five feet, nine or
ten inches tall, blue eyes, about 200
pounds, stout built, light complexion,"
formerly he wore a beard but probably
is now smooth shaven.
Peculations Began Several Years Ago.
The alleged peculations began before 1900. At the beginning of that
year a shortage of $250,000 is said to
Theodore Stensland
have existed.
holds the power of attorney from his
father, President Stensland, to dispose of all his property in order to
make good as far as possible these
peculations. Members of the clearing
house committee expressed belief today that both Stensland and Hering
are now in Canada.
Judge Brentano of the superior
court today appointed John C. Fetzer,
receiver for the closed bank.
Even Robbed Safety Deposit Vault.
Additional police were today placed
at the bank and Assistant Chief
Scheutler personally took charge of
the force on guard. The call for additional police was caused by the fear
that the depositors and their friends
would storm the bank and precipitate
a riot when rumors spread that the
contents of some safety deposit vaults
had been tampered with. Persons
with money in the vaults were said to
have found their savings gone. Bank
Examiner Jones, Telterated his statement that he could give no estimate
of the amount of the shortage.
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FRONT

Hart Merchant

E,

on Prosperous
Conditions,
COAL

MINESLUMBER MILLS

Employ More People Than
Ever-8- 00
Men Working

Black Diamonds.
Despite the fact that the legality ot
the recent election has caused somewhat of a rupture among the voters
and the opponents of ihe present city
administration have instituted
quo
warranto proceedings '"'alnst the officials Gallup is forging ahead along
commercial lines and there is an air
of prosperity about the town that augurs well for tho future.
Edward Hart, one of the leading
business men of Gallup, was a visitor
yesterday and today in Santa Fe,
stopping here while en route to Penas-co- .
A New Mexican reporter began
quizzing him yesterday afternoon, and
be talked freely enough on all subjects
excepting the political embroglio. Ho
refused point blank to discuss the controversy, adding by way of apology,
"1 don't, care to get mixed up in it."
Mr. Hart is showing his confidence
In the town by naving an additional
store building, erected. He is enand lumber
gaged in the hardware
business and is accounted an influential citizen. In speaking about his
new store he said: "The building is
the first in town to be erected of concrete blocks. I think that they will
be largely used hereafter though. The
new store is 40 by 115 feet. It Is In
reality only one story in height but
the ceiling is high and there Is a gallery around the lnride for buggies and
other vehicles."
"Gallup is improving right along,"
Mr. Hart said when the conversation
drifted to the town itself. "It Is Increasing in population and in commercial Importance. Heavier stocks are
being carried by the merchants and
they are securing a larger trade gradually in the outlying districts. The
mines In the vicinity are working full
blast. The same can be said of the
lumber mills. About eight hundred
coal miners are now employed. The
mines and mills are running to their
capacity and are even obliced to turn
dawn orders. There Is every assurance
of good crops In the mountains, especially of oats, alfalfa and potatoes.
Take all in all the outlook is very encouraging.
Good Flow of Artesian Water at Gal-- .
lup.

''Afwejan water has" been af.ruck
In the town. The flow at preset Is
Howonly about 20,000 gallons dally.
ever, a pump has been ordered and
when ltj ls installed we will have an
unlimited supply both for domestic
and Irrigating purposes.
"We are still looking for the materialization of the Arizona and Colorado Railroad. There have been three
or four surveying parties over the
ground already and the indications
are that it will be built. It would
be a good thing for the town. There
Is no question about that.
"Extensive Improvements are going
twelve miles
on at Fort Wingate,
west of Gallup. New quarters are being erected for the accommodation of
the additional soldiers who will be ordered to this army post. Hundreds
of men are being employed In the
construction of the diversion dam by
the government at Black Rock on the
ZunI River. This ls a stupendous project. The Impounding basin will be
five miles across and there will ba
water enough to Irrigate fifty thousand
acres of land In the Zunl River Valley. There wouldn't be anything left
of Zunl If this dam should ever
break but there Is no danger of that.
At the base it is three hundred feet
thick. I don't know what the estimated cost is placed at but I should
Imagine that It will take half a million dollars."
Mr. Hart left this morning for
where he will be the guest of
Rev. Michael Dumarest, a former assistant parish priest at Gallup. He
said that he intended to spend about
ten days in fishing and forget all about
business cares for the time being. 'It's
either do that or go to bed. I have
Just worked myself out and need a
rest for a while. Father Dumarest
and I are old friends and I am expecting to have a good time."

LITHOGRAPHERS
WILL FIGHT
Employers and Employes Both Have
Funds for Long Siege 30,000
Men

Out

President
New York, Aug. 7.
Stecher, of the Employing Lithographers' Association against the members
of which 30,000 men are on strike,
issued the following statement

"We are prepared to continue the
and if necessary
a year. Our members are unanimously in favor of arbitration and an open
shop."
President Hamilton, of the Lithographers' Association said:
"We have funds enough for an
Subscribe for the New Mexican. eight months' fight and the men are
'
We print the news the day It hap-- all Btandlng firm."
fight for six months
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HATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
$ .05
Ually, per week, by corner
1.00
Dally, per month, by carrier
75
Dully, per montili, by mall
I
7.K0
tally, one year, by mail

nt

the Santa Fe Postnffice.

Dally, six momiis, by mail...,
Daily, three month, by mail..
Weekly, per year
Wwkly, six month
Weekly, per quarter

4.00
2.00
2.00
I. on
.75

They e getting very high toned In
New York. A woman tihere In a suit
for alleged damaged affections, whatever these may be, wants the neat little sura of $200,000 from the defendant to soothe her pains and to heal
her broken heart. The New Mexican
hopes that her class of women will
not Invade the Sunshino Territory.
This commonwealth wants Immigrants
and wants them in great numbers,
but it draws the line at certain New
York women who are very welcome to
stay at homo.

SHOWING THE WAY.

Jokes From France,

This Public. Statement of a Santa Fe
Germany and Austria
Citizen Will Be Appreciated.
Many a reader of this in Santa Fe
No, I'm sure you don't love
has gone through the self same experiDon't tell me you do.
ence In part, and will be glad to be SHE
1 do.
ut
shown the way to get rid of the conShe
No,
dou't,
you wreteb. You
you
stant aches and pains of a bad back.
won't show me where you keep your
Profit, by a Santa Fe citizen's experimoney. Sourire.
ence.
Nazarlo Alarid, of Cerrlllos Road,
"I was continually buying
says:
medicine Tor my kidneys, and if a man
spends every now and then 50 cents
for a bot tle of one guaranteed preparation and 60 cents at another time, he
makes an inroad into his finances.
None of the medicine I used had the
slightest effect on my kidneys or
at least 1 was unable to notice
any. When an attack of backache
reached the virulent stage, I was compelled to stop work for an hour until
the spasm disappeared. When wrestling with an attack of backache,
went to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's
Kidney Pills. There must be more
than ordinary merit In that preparation, for a course of the treatment for
a short time positively stopped the
trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co,, Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the nnmeDoan's and
take no other.

GENERAL
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Flra Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue
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THE PALACE HOTEL
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LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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Purely a Mutual Insurance Company,

First Tramp It's a graud thing, aft-all, to have no employer and to be
your own master.
Second Tramp That's all very well,
but It's darned annoying not to be able
to eierctse the right to strike, Cri de
Paris.

j
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An Albuquerque exchange remarks
The New Mexican is the oldest, ne wspaper in New Mexico, li is sent to
an.l growing circulation Mint more Albuquerque people have
hi
every postofflce in the Territor
gone abroad this summer than during
mong the Intelligent and progressive people oi me .Southwest.
nny other summer in the history of
Policemuu (to wayfarer embracing a
the itown, which signifies that the Allamp post) Do you know where you
buquerque people are more prosperlive, anyway?
ous than they ever were. It might
Wayfarer Let me aloneonly four
also indicate that Albuquerque is not
more lamp posts and tben I am at
as comfortable as It might be in sumborne. Lustlge Blatter.
mer and that with many of its people,
IN and other New Mexico
towns near the farther away In July and August
THE POLITICAL SITUATION
THE EMPIRE STATE.
"Why did you give up your white
These
weeds furnish the better they feel. They will get
habitations.
goods business?"
The political situation in the Empire breeding places for mosquitoes and away even If they cannot afford It.- "Because I bad to go Into mourning."
State is decidedly mixed on both sides thus serve to spread malaria and oth-- Wltzblatt.
To persons with deliof the fence.
It cannot truthfully be er diseases.
Fire Insurance
The
said that the Republican party Is unit- cate skins the weeds cause eruptions Company at Hamburg,
Germany,
"I loved her so deeply and now this
ed and It Is certainly very apparent that are irritating and disfiguring. It welched Inst week on four and a half
confounded family trouble has come
that the Democrats are rather dis- was the boast of Santa Fe up to two millions of dollars of just and legal
between ns."
united, If not more so. The chances years ago that it Js free from mosqui- claims of San Francisco property
"What family trouble?"
are favorable that the racket In Ke- - toes and while even today this insect owners and business men who had
"My marriage."-- Lustlge Blatter.
fixed
before
be
will
ranks
publican
j,ost is not as troublesome here as paid their premiums and whoso prop.convention day and the party is liable elsewhere, yet, unless prompt meas"Here's a cigar which I reserved spp- erty was Insured In the company. This
to get, into this fall's very important ures are taken to cut the weeds be- is no
shining exampe of old fashioned
cially for you."
(.ongresslonnl and State campaign fore they go to seed, the mosquito will German truth and faith. Here is
"Well, do you know I would rather
not sure soon he as comfortable In Santa Fe as
with a solid front. Thh
A "want ad" In the New Mexican
have one which you had specially
that there are no more insurbut it looks that way. On the other he is at Albuquerque. Of course, it hoping
sure results.
served for yonrsellV'-Wilzbl- att.
ance companies of 'that kind in the
band no signs of peace or of coming would be idle to expect the present Kaiser's
dominions.
Demin
the
together are noticeable
city administration to set cliy prisonSpecial summer rate hi i.os Ange
ocratic party there. The Hearst ele- ers to work cutting the weeds on
Tbo city hoarder was attracted by a
William Randolph Hearst makes a leu, San Francisco, and I'aellle 1'oh.h
ment Is very active and Mr. Hearst
such as Palace Avenue sood deal of money out cf his adver- noinis by way of the Sania Pe Oen
sign ou the only store lu the village,
thoroughfares
proposes to be nominated by a faction where rank vegetation flourishes in
"The Six Best Sellers Within."
They may call him anything tral Rallwav, E. I'. & S. W. Railway! " I'cml,
tising.
of ithe party if he cannot procure the
"H'm!" murmured the city boarder.
gutters and even iu the middle ol: the that they choose, but his publicity ma- El F'nso & Southern Pacific Railway.!
The
regular Democratic nomination.
street, but every properly owner
For Information rail on or address S. "Here Is a ebanee to buy some current
forces opposed to him seem too strong should make an effort to exterminate chine consisting of daily newspapers, n.
of
news
of
Clrlinsbaw, general passenger agent, literature, (iuess I'll go In.'
a
service,
weekly papers,
to be overcome by his friends. The
in
and
weeds
around
this
Entering, he found the old slorekeep- property.
of a monthly magazine, of leased
Record-Heraldiscussing
Chicago
er
sitting on a herring keg puffing a
NEW
MEXICAN
BARGAINS.
wires and of a great staff of well paid
the condition of affairs in New York
corncob.
for
The Democratic convention
other
business
and
some
offered
are
Herewith
writers,
managers
two
weeks
ago reports
bargains
State says that
"Where are your books?" asked the
Grant County to nominate a county employes, pays him very well. Hearst by the New Mexican
Priming Com
were current in New York that Tamboarder.
he
will
in
city
ticket
the
coming
campaign
Is
canfornot,
a
Code of Civil Procedure of the
losing anything by being
puny:
many was making up its mind to
"What books, stranger?" drawled the
held September 22d In Sliver City. The didate for office.
Territory of New Mexico, I8H7. sheep
get the last mayoralty affairs and sup- unterrlfiod
Democracy there alleges
bound Ji; paper bound, 7.rc; Missouri storekeeper.
port William R. Hearst for governor,
"Why, lie 'six best sellers.'"
It is very hopeful and that the
ithat
state
in
AmeriSome
of
the
Democratic
the
the
that
and also
Pleading forms. $f; Missouri Code
captains
ha! Them ain't books, mister."
"Ha,
.it for every can
be
carried
will
inby
county
in
the
two
on
the
for
$10:
collisions. They Headings, $;
Adaptcommittee might be captured
navy are great
"Not books?"
maa
office
be
voted
for
to
by
large
other
The
terest of that candidate.
probably take example from Secretary ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
"No. sir.
My 'six best sellers' art)
Parker, in a noteworthy jority. On the other hand well posted Bonaparte who has been quite a suc- Mexico, ISO!), 1901. and IMS, Knglisti
day
suit, sucks
situation and earnest Republicans there state, cess at colliding with many people's leather, $?,: 19(15 Knglish and Spanish! soap, sugar, suspenders,
interview on the political
and shoes. What can I wrap you up
in the Empire State, read Mr. Hearst and with much good reason, that the opinions. All joking aside, the recent or the round trip, $16.90, tickets good of each?" -Chicago News.
nominations collision between the battle ships and Spanish pnmphlel. $2.2fi; full
out of the Democratic, party and de- Republicans with good
a
of
directed
liable
we.l
are
and
conceive
not
work,
clared that he could
Alabama and Illinois should receive Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $.1.50:
All That Ik
Pocket
convention "made up of delegates so to elect a goodly part of their ticket. a thorough sifting. Some one is to Sheriff's
Cover
Flesible
"I bear you are g:)lng to start a
cr
two
$1.25:
absolutely pusillanimous as to sur- While Grant County is usually consid- blame and ought to be punished even Docket,
single,
the if he Is n captain in the President's more hooks, $1 each; New Mexico Su
render to one demanding that the ered Democratic, nevertheless,
"Yes; I've git my plaus practically
and
honor
the
eind
to
that
him
have
deliver
up
Republicans
managed,
party
'preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In all made, aud we'll probably have the
"navee."
defeat."
to
suffer
or
capture some of the
quite often,
power he covets
elusive, delivered at publisher's price. first number out iu a month or two."
Mr. Parker alluded to emphatic no- offices and at times the most importColonel
of the $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Watterson
Henry
"Why, you have uever bad any extices that Mr. Hearst had served on ant. There is very good reason to be- good
of Louisville, now has a Laws, 7;"e; Compilation Mining Laws. perience as an editor or publisher, have
city
New Mexico
the Democratic leaders to the effect lieve that this will be so November chance of
you?"
again coming to the front 50c; Money's Digest of
that his platform, the platform of his 6th next. Many citizens there, it is with his assertion that William Jen- Reports, full sheep, $fi.50, delivered:
"No. but it's a sure thing. I have a
was
the
only
claimed by those who profess to know, nings
Independence League,
friend who can get me nearly all the
was cheated out of the full list school hlanks.
Bryan
to
stand
consent
on,
favor statehood under any circumstanplatform ue would
automobile advertising there Is going."
presidency twice, hut as he has no
and that only those who were prepar- ces and will give the joint project a more
.
Chicago
in
he
than
had
the
LAW.
LICENSE
proof
MARRIAGE
today
ed to support that platform would be handsome majority. It seems upon
will again fall as flat
his
past,
charge
The new marriage license law re
invited to follow the Hearst banner. that question both parties are united as
KobsIi on Mk?
it fell whenever made since 1897. ouires nrobate clerks to post three
The judge has proved himself
there.
to
are "on"
The
Colonel
people
In
the
new
law
as
the
far
so
conspicuous
of
regards
copies
good prophet
It is time that ho knew this.
relations between Mr. Hearst and the ALBUQUERQUE
places .In each precinct, The New
WILL LIKELY BE
Mexican has printed the law neatly
New York Democracy. The State
THE PLACE.
The recent Michigan
Republican on cardhoanri and is now ready to fill
and the or
committee is
The Democratic territorial central state convention was a
peaceful affair orders in English or Spanish at fifty
ganization built up by the followers committee which meets In this city
and the leaders of the party there are cpnts for ea,!h poster. Probate clerks
of that gentleman has formally de
convenwill
the
call
August 9th,
likely
astonished. It is several years since should enter their orders immediately,
cided to nominate him Dy petition as tion of that
party for the nominating the dove of pence hovered over Michias the new law went into effect, on
an independent candidate for gov of a candidate for
Delegate to the gan Republican gatherings, hence this
ernor.
COth Congress to meet in Albuquerque
year's surprise is all the more agree
The Hearst convention will be held
WHAT WE WILL OO.
fair week. It Is a pretty well able and
pleasing. It. looks very well
earlv in September, and the regular during
of
established
members
fact
that,
Whenever
ynu want, an easy shave
fixed
in
in
for
been
that
state
the
has
Democratic convention
Republicans
Democratic committees and of convenAs good ns barbers ever gave.
for a later date. Some of the Hearst
coming campaign.
Just call on us at our salon
men hope that the Democrats, to es tions like a good time and are not very
much averse to looking upon the wine
A nephew of the late Millionaire At morn or ev or busy noon.
cape defeat, will endorse their leader
on his own terms, but pe probability when It is red and to engage in other Russell Sage has hired lawyers fn at- We'll curl and drws the hair (wtih
does not sportive pastimes. They are general- tack the old miser's will. The young
grace,
of such an arrangement
ly jolly fellows and believe In what man is dissatisfied and thinks be ought We'll suit the contour of your face.
seem great.
According to Judge Parker the Dem. is called "a good time." In Albuquer- to have some of the money hoarded by Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Algy Joues (at the week end farm)-Lo- ok
Our shop Is neai, and towels tire clean,
ocrats are rich in gubernatorial timber que they can have it. and especially the old man during his long and
here! You know, George, I can't
and 'he mentions Edward M. Shepard during fair week. That jollifications
life. Evidently that is where And everything we think you'll find
these confounded cows. The
To suit the tasr.0 and nlease the mind. milk
Hendrick (Who ran two years are not exactly conducive to wise and the uncle and the nephew differ.
beasts keep turning around and nibV.
C.
room.
Robert's
conin
deliberations
class
First
bath
proper
defeated
political
by Higgins)
ago and was
me.
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block, bling at
Justice Gaynor, John G. Milburn and ventions will not make much differCandidate William Jennings Bryan
Lor', sir, but you mustn't
George
N.
M.
to
the Democratic bosses who will have to ride in a
San Francisco Street, Santa FV,
William T. Jerome as men who would ence
great big "rubblame 'em. The critters do like u bit
make an inspiring and splendid fight, hold the party organizations In this ber neck" wagon to be especially cono' green stuff. Sketch.
ITnon the
question whether, with Territory and In the counties in their structed for the occasion if all the
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Dem
hands.
to
the
field
divide
Hearst lu the
"big bugs" in ithe Democratic party in
Wanted It Over.
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
ocratic and radical elements, there
Gotham who wish to sit with him are
exclaimed the man iu the
.lune isi to Sepiemher Willi the
"Say,"
would be any chance for the strongest
BLESSED RAINS IN ARIZONA.
to be accommodated.
The wagon Santa Fe will sell tickeis to Denver chair suddenly, "hurry and get through
Democratic candidate, no opinion has
Arizona has been blessed with and its human freight will be' a funny and return at, the rate of $22.50;
sbaving me, will you?"
so far been expressed by Mr. Parker bountiful rains
"Eh?" said the barber. "When you
recently in many sec- conglomeration indeed.
Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
or anybody ese. The Republican lend tions and like New Mexico,
Tickets on sale dally and are good for got Into the cbalr you said you had
rejoices
at
the develop at the fact.
ers it is said, rejoice
Commenting upon this
plenty of time."
Democrats in the Lone Star St'ato rPn,rn Passage until October 31st.
ments as insuring victory for their state of affairs, the Arizona Star, evi"That was before you began shaving
H. S. LuTZ, Agent.
WillIn
not
love
are
with
evidently
state ticket.
me with that razor." Town Topics.
dently with much satisfaction, says: iam
Santa Fe. N', M.
Hearst.
Senator
Randolph
Bailey
It's a very Interesting situation and
"These rains which are falling upon
may have its bearings on the next pre- - the jn- -t and the unjust alike are do- in the recent primaries there received
Read? For Bunlnrsa,
TO CLOUDCROFT.
a tremendous majority for
sidential campaign.
"31r. Jones, I want your daughter.
ing a vast amount, of good. They are
to the Senate despite the virulent, at- A Summer Resort in Our Own Terri- She
is worth her weight in gold."
awakening nature into full growth and
tacks made upon the Senator by
tory.
"Waal, flgger her out an' gimme a
THEY SHOULD NOT TAKE THINGS good cheer. They are making the
Commencing June 1st, good for re- check. 1 kin use the money." Judge.
cattle and other live stock on plains, Hearst's newspapers.
FOR GRANTED.
turn September 29t,b, 1906, the Santa
to
hills
and
mountains
the
and
smile,
In
t
leaders
statehood
The
In
connection
In last week's Republican conven- Fe Central Railway,
Da 'Merlcana Girl.
man is figuring his increased
the sister territory have gotten to stock
from the generous pasturage tion in Iowa, Senator Dolliver of that with the R P. & S. W. Railway will I Rata mash weeth Mag MoCue,
profits
gether; they have concluded to fight of tne
ees
An'
she
'Mericana too!
state could not be caught napping. eell round trip tickets at the low rate
ran;e.
Tou weed no calla me so slow
joint statehood strongly and unequivo
matter
For
$I4.CR.
of
rebe
will
to
conwas
"The
advertising
He
alive
interests
situation
the
and
mining
Eef eom' time you can looka see
cally from now until after ail the
of Cloudcroft, call on or ad- How she ees com' an' flirt weeth tne.
and water to run the mills cluded that one United States
votes are in on November 6th next. juvenated
B.
PasMost
S.
evra two t'ree day, my frand,
dress
Central
and suppiy camp purposes will be
in his hand was much better
tirimshaw,
t
A
combination
She stop by dees peanutca stand
Yes, yes, these rains are than a gubernatorial nomination in senger Agent.
plentiful.
An' smile an' inak' da googla eye
statehood committee has been organ
very welconip. and those who don't, the bush.
An' justa look at me an' sigh.
ized and this has already commenced
An' alia time she so excite'
feel a grateful throb therefor are not
to make an active campaign In the
She peeck som' fruit an' taka bite.
blessed with that spirit of gratitude
Finin
The
mutinies
outbreaks
and
Oh, my, she eesa look so sweet
Sunshine Territory many well mean which so enobles man."
SEASIDE
EXCURSIONS
forI no care how much fruit she eat.
the
land have been suppressed
ing friends of joint statehood are
Commencing May 1st and until Sep- Me? I am cool an' mak' pretand
time.
be
It
may
expected
reasonably
that
the
and
Idly believing
quietly
I want no more dan be her (rand.
PRISON LIFE AGREES WITH HIM. that a few days Will elapse before tember 3flih the Santa Fe will sell tick- But
een my heart, you bat my lite,
people of the Sunshine Territory will
ets 0 each Tuesday, Thursday and
movements
other
news
that
serious
the
The
thenk of her for be my wife.
revolutionary
dispatches bring
roll up a rousing majority in favor of
to Los Angeles and San DiSaturday
will
from
After
be
Russia.
reported
the question on the coming election life in prison agrees with young Thaw,
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 Today I theenk: "Now I weel see
the murderer. He is gaining 1n flesh, ail there are times for all things.
moocha she ees mash weeth me."
day.
for the round trip. Return limit, of How
An' so 1 speak of dees an' flat
declares
and
that
color
and
well
spirits
satis
In this dignified and
r
1906.
ticket
November
30th,
How moocha
mon' I gat,
fied theory, in the opinion of the New never before was lie In such fine physThey believe in big political conven- allowed in California. For particulars How mooch I playnta
makln' evra day
Mexican, they are risking a good deal ical condition. In other words, a term tions In Iowa. At the Republican gath- call nn agents of the Santa Fe,
An' Wat I spand an' put away.
An' den I ask, so queeck, so sly:
This paper believes that much hard In prison would be a mighty good ering In that state last week there
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
"You theenk eom' pretta girl weel try
work will ihave to be done in order thing for every person who dissipates. were 1,640 delegates of Which number
Santa Fe, N. M.
For lovln' me a lee'.la beet?
to procure the majority in favor of The even, regular mode of existence Governor A. B. Cummins received 933
An' eef I ask her Ilka dees
For geevln' me a leetta kees,
They do
joint statehood which New Mexico behind prison walls with coarse fare votes for
Tou s'pose she geeve me wan or two?"
should give In order to advance Its and onerous work are not as hard up- things up brown in that state.
She tal me, "Twanty t'ree for you!"
own best interests and place Itself In on the physical and mental strength
An' den she laugh so sweet an' say:
a right position regardless of the ac of the Individual as tho continual
"Skeeddoo! sKeeddoo!" an' run away.
Even should harvests of cereals not
of
of
round
and
dissipation
pleasure
tlon of Arizona. It will take a long
turn out what they are desired to be
like so nwoch tor keesa me
She
the worshippers of the Golden Calf. in the Estancla
pull, a hard pull, a constant pull and
She gona geeve me twanty-t'ree- !
Valley, the people
when
a
The
come
time
stern
may
I
there cannot and will not. starve. The
s'pose dat Wat she say "Skeeddoo!"
certainly a
pull between
Ha, w'at you theenk? Now, mebbe so
now and election, day to bring about judge will sentence culprits to the vegetable crops there this year are
Tou weetl no calla me so slow!
the desired majority in favor of the life of a Millionaire Thaw rather than great and if necessary the settlers
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
-- T. A. Daly In Catholic Standard and
to prison or workhouse.
This
Times.
can
Is
become
the
neither
Arrive.
proposition.
vegetarians,
No. 721
time nor the place to take things for
12:01 p. in.
The one dozen three column cuts
6:15 p.m.
The New Mexican Printing Company
granted. It will be a mistake if this
The Gnekwar of Bairodn, who re- No. 723
is done by those who will have the illustrative of Santa Fe's Great Sum- cently traveled through parts of the No. 725
9: 40 p. in. has on hand a large supply of pads
mer Park of 500,000 acres which have United
and tablets suitable for school work,
campaign in charge.
Depart.
States, boldly expressed his
been published In various editions of
that American women are not No. 720
,....,...8:00 a. m. the desk, and also for lawyers and
New Mexican do not exhaust the opinion
the
4:20 p. m. merchants; good anywhere. We will
beautiful. The old hump evidently No. 722
TO THE .PUBLIC
A MENACE
scenic and otlher beauties of the Upper
7:30 p. m. sell them at five cents in book form,
missed Santa Fe in particular, and No. 724
HEALTH.
a
glimpse of New Mexico In
Pecos, they merely give
No. 722 connects w h No. 1 west.
but will give a discount on quantities.
general.
business
the
main
and
on
Weeds
them. Instead of spending next month
No. 724 connect with No. 7 wett.
residence streets in a city are not only at some noisy, garish seaside resort,
No, 1. stops at all stations.
The New Mexican Printing Company
It does seem as if Republican leadan evidence of municipal neglect but or amidst the din of some hot city,
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
Is prepared to furnish cards de vislte
besides being unsightly are also a drive over to the Pecos, and remain ers in various states are acting too
to
to
Albuquerque
discharge passen- for ladles or gentlemen on short nopositive menace to health. The preva- near to the heart of nature, even it only much upon the line "carry our troubles
from Santa Fe.
tice, In first class style at reasonable
lence of catarrh and hay fever at this for a few days. It will pay you In re- - to Ted." After all, troubles and rows gers
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
out at home.
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
eshed body and spirit and you will must be straightened
time of the year can In many InstanCity Ticket Office, Craton Blk east on the New Mexican Printing Comve the "Land of Sunshine" more That is where the source is and that
ces be traced to the rank growth of
tide Plza, btutta Fe, New Mexlca
is where they must be fixed.
pany and leave your orders.
lan ever before.
weeds which is permitted la Santa Fe

'rie
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American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good Cue. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

"

Co? onado Hotel
The Best

fiOc Kooms in the Southwust.
RestniiTant'in Connection.
Short Orders Served Xight and Day.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serveg First CIms Spanish Diwhen.
Everything in Season.
South Side IMaza.
222 San Frinciscn St.

Record-Herald-

Wat-terso-

t,

Colo-rad-
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G.

I.UPF I1ERRFRA. Proprietor.
SANTA

li'K,

SAflTA FE

NEW MEXICO.

SAjVITAPrj

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention (riven en eh case. Separate hospital for ever
and other patients. For further particulars address,
IDR. J. H. S!,OAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

PLAGE
OUR
OTTO
RETSCH

Popr fetor.
Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
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SANTA bE, N. M.
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ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office Bmldkt.
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THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa F.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
and the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and nulls at least 24 hours in
time In making these points: also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all point east tun
est.

Jt

Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance daily at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, the trip is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachets carried, hut cannot handle
trunks at present.
4 a. ra.,

W. STOCKARD, Manager, Foswell, New Mexic
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 31.
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GORY FIELD

The

Graphic Description
By Eye Witnesses
of Fight.

Profits KMM,

Tranaacta a general banking bualnaia In all Ita branches.
Loan
noney on th moit favorable tsrma on all kinds of paraonal and col.
THE
SAVED
atsral ascurlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
SOUTHWEST
Its customers. Buys and ells domeatlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfera ofmonsy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are yiven by. any
Union Forces Victorious- agency, public or private. Interest e1 lowed on time deposits at the
Confederates Evacuated
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or ysar'a term.
Liberal advance made on consignments of live stock and products,
Territory After Defeat
Ths bank execute all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
In
oon- la
treatment
liberal
to
as
aa
them
all
to
extend
alms
respects,
g
2 alstent with safet) and the principles of sound banking. Safety D 5
(Continued From Yesterday.)
m
posit boxss for rsi.t. The patronag of the publlo la respectfully so- We wanted to make the attack upon
lioited.
, j the enemy at once, but
Canby would
not allow it, saying that he had not
the commissary to take care of them
If we took them prisoners, and I think
now he was right. We followed them
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
down the river until we passed Fort
KOHWKLL. NKW MKilCO.
Craig, and then Canby ordered tour
companies to proceed down to MesTHE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
siah, and I took command of them. We
went down there and the enemy was
K8tahllHb.ed an4 Supported by the Territory.
In Texas. They were retreating as
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Kastnrn
fast as possible.
Cohens. New buildings, .all furnUhlngs and equipments modem ami com"General Carlton then came over
el
from California with 2,000 men, but
Iphtf d, baths, waterworks, all con vnnleitcc.
plete;
could only bring fifteen or twenty men
TUITION, HOARD and LAUNDRY, 82S0 par session. Hussion Is
at a time across the Colorado desert
hree terms n thirteen weeks each.
on account of. the scarcity of water
R08WELI l ft noted health resort, 8,701) feet shove tea level;
holes. They had to be protected until
Sunshine everyday from .September to June,
there was a sufficient number to proREGENTS Nathan latin, W. JJ Keed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
tect themselves. We were then orderK. A. Cahoon
nd
Flnly
ed hack to Colorado, but In the meanCOL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particular! addresi
time we had made one or two Indian
fights and protected the ranchers from
the Navahos and Apaches."
Told By One of the Warriors.
John I). Howland, the artist, who
was also a member of the First Colorado volunteers, and was in the battle
These Celebiated Hot Springs are tLse waters has been thoroughly tesi of Pigeon's Ranch, gives the following
ed by the miraculous cures attested U account of the event nnd others prelocated In the midst of the Ancient
la the following diseases: Paralysis ceding it:
miles west
:iV Dwellers, twenty-fiv"In 1SG1, after the rebels hud (lred
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Brlght's Disease ot the Kid on Fort Sumter, General Sibley, in
Fe, an about twelve miles from Bar-nc- neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec command of Fort Union in the departStation on the Denver and Rio tlona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all ment of New Mexico, seceded and took
Grande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board, with him as many officers as were willto join the Confederacy, and knowdally lint of stages runs to the springs. lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; iU ing
deThe temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet? ing the weakened condition of the
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver fains and waits tor Santa Tt partment evolved the plan of going to
carbonic. Altitude, H,000 cet. Climate train upon request. This resort is at Texas and raising what was afterward
known as Sibley's Brigade. He had
very dry and dflllghtful the year tractive at all seasons and is oyen all
in command as Schwatske,
round. There is now a commodious winter. Passengers to OJo Callentt such meu
came up
hotel for ths convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m anc Scurry and Lockridge. They
Rio Grande from 2,500 to 3,000
and tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Calionte at 1 . . m. the amt the
strong, capturing Forts Davis, Thorn,
1,181.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. fare for round trip from SanU
Selden and other posts, meeting with
to
OJo
For
furthei
Fe
$7.40
Caltente,
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
little or no opposition until they arSprings In tb world. The efficacy ot particulars, address
rived at Fort Craig, where General
Canby was in command.
"They passed up the east bank of
the Rio Grande, where tlrey were enN.
M.
Ojo Callente. Taos County,
gaged by Colonel Roberts. The Union
troops under Canby consisted of what
few regulars were left in the country
and Kit. Carson's Now Mexican volunteers.
"Two Colorado companies .were In
that battlo, Captains Ford and Dodge.
In making lip their order of battle,
Fruciaw
ay
Roberts placed the Colorado troops on
the skirmish line. The New Mexican
and other volunteers In line of battle,
supporting McRea's batteries with the
iBOiaQ
regulars until 2 o'clock in the afternoon. Sibley's troops were driven out
of the timber back on the mesa. Me- Blanket, tatktu, Rag, Wax, PeeUhr an Linen
Rea had advanced his battery on an
ant
Oantsta
Other Oenwv
Optla, Tura
Island in
T
UN MOTTO:
Is) W Usw,
Have ah kW sf IverytMi
"At 2 o'clock, for Rome unaccountable reason, the order of battle was
changed and Lockridge swung his Tex-anaround the mesa by a trail, capturing McRea's battery. McRea died
at his guns, but killed Lockridge. The
MANUFACTURER OF
late A. L. Fountain of New Mexico referred eloquently to this incident ot
DEADER IN
the battlo of Valverde, and spoke ot
Filigree
pelican
this valiant and courageous officer as
Wattes, Cloch. Jewelry
'the gallant McRea, who sought and
found a soldier's death beside his capand Hani Painted Cbina.
tured guns, the time that Lockridge
Nnvaho Riik ami
led his Texans to the cannon's mouth,
Kripn.tr ctf Finn Winches ivnd Jewelry Work a Specialty.
Onorta.
but did not live to call them his.'
Filigree ar, Wholesale and Kntall.
"Of course everything was panicky
WpotSi.ln Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
from that. on. In a word, the battle
was lost and Canby's troops beautifully defeated. Elated by their success, the Texans. left Canby in the
rear at Fort Craig and moved up the
Rio Grande by easy stages and got to
-- D BALER IN-F- INE
Santa Fe, where they established headquarters.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Checking Sibley's Advance.
"After the battle of Valverde, GovImported and Native Wires for Family Use.
ernor Gilpin, by his energy and foreOUR SPECIALTIES-Ol- d
Crow, McBrayer
Guck nhelmer Ryr, Taylor and Paxton, Old
sight, saw the necessity of raising a
regiment of troops to check the adJordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
vance of Sibley. At that time it was
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE
generally understood that Sibley's object was to establish a line of communication between the Mormons In
ttah and the Confederates under Generals Price and Thompson In Missouri
and Arkansas, hoping to draw In California, which was still in the balance.
"Governor Gilpin raised the First
Colorado infantry without authority
and without government money at his
command. Aided by the business men
and citizens of that time, Charles

t
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$

steam-heate-
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WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

GLQR ETA HEIGH TS

Unslv!

HOT SPRINGS.

A. T. & S. F.

Railroad Company will sink fourteen deep wells at Willard and pump

A. F.

Proprietor.

gpiegelberg.
ftisti

m micas

Wares ana

!,

mid-rive-

H. C. Yontz

JEWELS

P. F. HANLEY.

AND THE WEST.

as far east as the Rock Island.

The

com-

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT
Willard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

The town site la owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

.

WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.

Carl

A.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT,
Agent, Eatancia, New Mexico.
Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

Cook, J. Scars, Dnve Moffat, Joe Chaffee and a host of other loyal union
men, who took vouchers from Gilpin,

not, knowing if they would ever get
a cent back, furnished the soldiers
rations, etc, and dispatched this regiment to the front to meet Sibley's
horde of Texans The boys were badly
equipped, but. It. was the best that
could be done under the circumstances.
Ambushed Soldiers Who Were Unarmed.
"At this time there was a rebel element in Colorado led by such men as
A. B. Miller, George Harrison of Central City and others of their ilk, who
did pretty much as they pleased until
Gilpin raised this regiment. Companies
A and B were raised entirely in Central City and were ordered to Denver.
They had no arms, but were told they
would bo furnished them there. While
en route from Golden to Denver and
marching along at route step and without anything to defend themselves,
they were met and fired into from the
daily coach which ran between Denver and Central City, by as nice a band
of villians as were ever hanged, and
some of them were hanged afterwards
Jack Gallagher, for instance.

(Continued on This Page Tomorrow.)

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
Clare D. True, El Paso; Mr. and
Mrs. P. A. Walter, Genoa, Nebraska;
,
W. D. Marry, F. A. Bush, A. H.
Silver City; H. J. Scott, Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Bregg,
Pittsburg; J. C. Bacon and family,
Boston; R. H. Brown, Kansas City;
Lulu Nicholson, Springfield, Missouri;
1). J. llerron, Kast Las Vegas; .1. P.
Dunlavy, Mountainair; F. E. Dunlavy,
Denver; .1. B. Rcnker Chicago; A. W.
St.
Colvor, Denver; John T. Hogue,
Johns, Arizona; W. fi. Wilburn, New
York; Robert Lyons, La Jara, Colorado.
Claire.
R. A. Marble, Estancla; R. L. Jones,
Denver; A. L. Hull, Jr., Roswell; P.
M. Dolan, Taos; M.
Sharp, Conrad,
Iowa; A. E. Weller. J. F. Weller, New- ftnirgh, New York; James D. Odell, El
Paso; Mrs. and Miss Darling, J. R.
Postlelhwart, Charles H. Berryman,
Trinidad; Alfred Quoter. Prescott,
Arizona; G. W. Marnuardt, I. M. Goodwin, Des Moines, lowa; A. C. Porter,
Raton; Charles L. Trayer. Golden;
Thomas Wilson, Las . Vegas.
Normandie.
John Dillman, Durango; Mrs. L. G.
Burnsido, El Paso; Charles Krater,
Denver; M. M. Gorman, Silver City;
,
L. J. Mundell, Canjilon; Antonio
Jeniez Springs; Mr. and Mrs.
Uborato Otero, Progreso; JohnGroh,
Denver; Lon Reed, Raton.
Coronado.
Macario Torres, Progreso; Francisco A. Torres, Willard; Gabrell Perea,
Willard; Melquiades Alderete, Progreso; M, G. Martin, Las Vegas.
Har-lee-

.

Fres-quez-

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenEffective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
North Bound Max.
South Hound
Santa Fe.
Frost, Bot No. C.-Raising Abundance of Water.
New Meitco
AIM No 2
htnllom.
The Espanola Valley of the Rio No I ;Ml)
Grande beginning twenty miles north 'i M
Fe Arr 7,0U); t :zu p
f 7)Ti ....lauttt
of Sanla Fe and
,m 4 0 ) p
..Uouafiaoa...
extending north i:m p e
Ri
2.10
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
.Vtftfa
blttuctt..
MX) 3 36 p
miles fo Embudo Is per- - 2 la pp fi
twenty-fiv,UM) 3 )0 p
....htfunedy...
zm
a.
In
iM
i
(.lurk
p
t,m
haps the greatest irrigated valley
a 40 p 41
6,370 8.10 p
....Stauley
New Mexico. No other valley has a 4.11) p
.m 1.95 p
.Murlnrty ...
ATTORf.'EYa
4. a5 p 61
816 t.io p
...luclutosn. ..
better climate, soil, variety of
r.
6 p w
.. KltBllOlB.. ..
6,140 12 45 p
Si)
81
6,126 11.26 a
..Wtllnrd ...
or more abundant supply of
i K
MAX. FROST.
II. M
6, 10 10,
.. rTogrBiwu. ..
a
water for irrigation. The soil in this 7 IS pI. I
Hlnuoit
6,286 lu.30 a
Attorney at law.
...Torrauo.. Lye, 6,476 9.&0 a Santa fe
New Mexico.
valley is free from al';ali, cold, stormy 8.if p tie
winters or excessively hot summers;
Conneciinx at Santa Fe. N. M.. wltfi
RICHARD H. HANNA.
it Is shut in by high mountains and
the Denver At Kio Grande Railroad for
as a fruit district the conditions are all
Attorneys at Law.
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Phone 68.
Office, Griffin Blk.
almost perfect. Thousands of acres Aiuutunu,
Washington, nd the Great
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent Northwest.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
Connecting at Torrance tor aU
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
roll by unused. Home seekers are points east aud west with Golden State
Practices In all the District Courts
settling here rapidly and more are Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pulland gives special attention to cases
welcomed to help make this beautiful man berths reserved by wire.
For rates and Information address before the Territorial Supreme Court.
valley the best in the Rockies.
Office, Capitol Bldfl., SanU Fe, N. M.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
For further particulars In general,
Santa Fe.
prices of bearing orchards, Improved General Passenger Agent,
BENJAMIN M. READ,
To and From Roswell.
and unimproved lands, etc., address
Automobile
Attorney at law.
with
made
Connection
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and ImSanta Fe, New Mexico.
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
migration agent, Espanola, New Mex- Automobile leaves Torrance for
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Are.
ico.
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosCHA8. A. LAW,
SANTA CLARA
INDIAN FESTIVAL. well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and arrives
Attorney-at-Law- .
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be- U. S. Land Office Practice, a
Sunday, August 12th, 190G.
Specialty.
On this occasion the Santa Clara In-- i tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65 Clayton,
New Mexico.
diaus will be joined by those of San and between Torrance and Roswell
Juan and San lldefouso and an ex- - $10. Reserve seats on automobile by
N. S. Rosa.
George Spence.
J. W. STOCKARD,
tended program of dancing, racing and wire.
8PENCE 4 ROSE.
Line.
Automobile
Manager
games has been arranged.
Attorneys.
Santa. Fe Lodge of Elks will have
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
In charge an excursion to be run over
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Notice for Publication.
the D. & R. G. Railway on this date,
Estancla.
New Mexico.
Ofof
Land
the Interior,
train to leave Santa Fe at 8 a. m., re- Department
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
turning arriving at Santa Fe at 9
WILLIAM H. H- - LLEWELLYN,
p. ni.
July 12, 1906.
Attorney at law.
Fare for the round trip $1 50. Tick'
Notice Is hereby given that the
Us Cruces. New Mexico,
e4s on sale at Fischer's Drug Store wing-named
settler has filed notice
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
and Kerr's Barber Shop.
of his Intention to make final proof Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun.
in support of his claim, and that said tlea, Third Judicial
District.
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
proof will be made before the register
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
on
or receiver at Santa Fe, N, M,,
A. W. POLLARD,
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906 August 23, 1906, viz.:
Attorney at law.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
SeePablo Chavez, for the NR
District Attorney, Luna County.
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
10, T. 11 N., R. 13 E.
Demlag
New Mexico,
return at a rate of $31.30.
He names the following witnesses
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and llth;
to prove his continuous residence up- J. H. Boaham.
C. Wada.
good for return passage Sept. 30th,
on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
ONHAM & WAD"-- ,
1906.
Frank S. Leyba, Natlvldad Leyba,
Attorney! at
11. S. LUT2,
Agent,
Practice In the Supreme and DisLuis Montoya, Macario Leyba, all of
Santa Fe. N. M.
trict CourU of the Territory, In the
Gallsteo, N M.
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The New Mexican Printing Company
Is prepared to fill promptly and satisRegister. Surveyor Generili and U. 8. Land
Officer.,
Lag Cruces, N. M.
factorily all orders for engraved visitIf you do not care to pay for a dally
ing cards, marriage announcements,
E. C. ABBOTT,
Invitations and all work of that kind. paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Attorney at law.
Mexican Review and get the cream of
Practices In the District and Suthe week's doings, it Is an excellent
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
preme Courts, prompt and careful atThe above is the title to a new song paper to send to your friends.
tention given to all business.
Him is Kaiuuis in population every
District Attorney for the Counties
The New Mexican can do printing
day. The "Bon Ton" la the title of
the best lunch counter and hotel in equal to that done In any of the large of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Ban
Santa Fe, which Is also gaining In cities. Our solicitor: . Every piece of Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
popularity. When you eat there once work we turn out. Try our work once
you have a longing desire to continue and you will certainly come again. We
A. B. RENEHAN,
a customer. And the world still goes have all the facilities for turning out
Practices in the Supreme and Dison. Are you glad?
every class of work, Including one of trict CourU; Mlnnlng and Land Law
the best binderies In the wet
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Blag,,
LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. 11
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
CHA8 F. EASLEY,
You can get some bargains In the
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
(Late Surveyor General.)
real estate line right now by calling
at one fare for ihe' round trip. Dates on the reliable real estate
Attorney at law.
dealers,
of sale Juno 5, 12, 11, 19, 26; July 10,
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Hughes & Delgado Office west side
19, 20, 21, 22, 27. 31; August 7. 14,
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
of Plaza.
21, 2!i, 21, 28; Septembtr 3, 18, 25, 27,
28, 20; October 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days
EMMETT PATTON,
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
from date of sale. For particulars inAttorney and Counselor at Law.
quire of rny agent, Santa Fe.
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes &
Box 91, Roswell, New Mexico.
II. S. LUTZ,
Delgado are making a success ot the Office over Citizen's National
Bank,
Is
this
because
real estate business? It
Santa Fe, N. M.
firm Is reliable and any property
FRANK W. CLANCY,
REMEMBERI
placed In their hands will be looked
Office
Attorney at law.
manner.
In
businesslike
a
after
That the Bon Ton is the only eating
District Attorney for Second Judicial
house In the city of Santa Fe that west ot Plaza.
District
keeps open at night. The doors are
Practices In the District Court an
never closed and you can get some'
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
thin,; to eat at any hour of the day or
By way of the Santa Fo Central, E,
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to also before the United States Supreme
night.
Court In Washington.
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
South
Nebraska,
Missouri,
Minnesota,
Mexican
New
The Santa Fe Dally
North
Wisconsin,
Wy
Dakota,
is headquarters for all kinds of blanks. Dakota,
omlng and to Memphis, Tennessee.
08TEOPATHY.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
The New Mexican alms to please
DR. CHARLE3 A. WHEELON,
the best element In the community. It 1st to 10th, good for return passage
is always bright and It is always clean, until October 31st.
Osteopath.
On these excursions, rates to Chi
No. 103 Palace Ave.
St.
for
round trip will be $48.35.
cago
Successfully treats acute and chronlo
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem
diseases without drugs or medicines.
phis, Tenn,, $45.60. For further infor
No charge for Consultation.
mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener Honrs:
Phone 161
m., t i p. m.
a ,passenger agent

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
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flemington;

typewriter5

EL PASO,

California, Mexico

water

pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more.

a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

THHtB

BAJSII

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President,
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Aealttant Cashier.
Capital

PAGE

The New Mexican Printing Co. Agent.

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago

1

2

AND THE NORTH AND EAST

fir

ryy&A

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso

fe

i. w

f

"

J

H. E. No. 9536.

Southwestern

Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
A

Wide Vestlhuled, Electric Lighted Train

RUNNING THROUUH

WITHOUT CHANGE

BETWEEN

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago

I

Also Another East Thro' Train Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding

n

trip oheerfully furnished on application to

J

A.

HILDEBBANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

M

V. R. STILES.
General Passenger Agent,
1
Paso, Tex.

BATTLEFIED OF GLORIETA.

MINING ENGINEERS.

.. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
CONY T. BROWN,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Mining Engineer.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
1906.
tchoel of Mines.
July 6,
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Socorro,
New Mexloo.
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.
in support ot his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the regisCORBET & SMYTHE.
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Civil, Mining ana Hydraulic
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo GutierEngineers.
rez, for the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4, Assaying and General Contracting.
Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R U E.
East side Plaza... ..Santa Fe, N. M.
He names the following witnesses
RALPH A. MARBLE,
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
Juan Gonzales y Rolbal of Glorieta,
United States Deputy.
N. M.
New Mexico.
Estancla,
Albino Enslnas of Glorieta, N. M.
Atanacio Rlbera of Glorieta, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe. N. M. CIVIL ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
U. 8. Mineral (tarreyor
ant Fa,
New Mexlea,
Register
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the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the
To

;"'

K1

STETSON

A';'',:::i

HATS
Go In Increasing numbers yenr after veor. The while Wor'd
contributes in material and wears the result
Everywhere the Stetson Hat Soft and Dervy are
dged as the standard in style, beauty and finish
WE CARR ?

A

FULL LIJSE AT POPULAR PRICES

We also Carry another
Deiby, $3 50.

line which comes c'teaper in price,
8ntt, from $1.15 to up to $.1.50

SWEET ORrj

PANTS
J.ttJ

--

J.

r--J

No doubt

M

you

have heard of the
SWtETOIlU pants
We carry a big line

Cm

Jfut

of

latest styles

Handsome
4 V

I

m

pat-

terns and perfect
fit will certainly
please you.

;

1
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Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

D

f DCDM A

I

31.

TUESDAY,

Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery to the
Southwest.
Mining BUnks.

MCWTinMl

Mr. and iMrs. Librato Otero, of Pro-- ,
greso, Torrance County, are In town
on a visit to friends.
Mrs. Rdiuudo Chaves and son, of
Albuquerque, left today for Los Angeles for a ,Ix weeks' visit.
Harvey DuVal and Charles Gllleon
returned yesterday from a surveying
trip to the northern part of the,
county.
L. J. Mundell, of Canjilon, a forest
ranger on the Jemez Reserve, was In
the city last night en route to Lincoln
County.
Mr. and Mrs. E. tl. Harsch, of Albu- qucrque, are visiting at Gallup, the
county seat, of McKlnley county, on
business.
R. A. Marble, of Rstancia, n reliable
engineer and surveyor spent today
in town ou professional business. He
was registered at the Claire,
Herbert ,1. Rnynolds, Albuquerque
attorney, bus returned to the Duke
ii.it.y from a month's vacation spent. In
!tbe larger cities in the east.
Mrs. V. R. Smythe is expected to
return home this "venlug from Cannon City, where she ha been visiting
for several weeks, having gone there
(after her sojourn in Oregon..
Simon Neusbauni, deputy territorial
treasurer, returned home last evening
after spending a vacation of two
weeks hunting and fishing in the
neighborhood of Capiilln, Colorado.',
Ft. S. "Van Slyck, of El ram, live
stock agent, of the Atchison. Topelm
'and Santa Fe Railway, returned last
evening from a visit of a. few days to
nls wife at. Tesnque and left later for
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CHARLES WAGNER

Furniture Co,

Amended Location Notice,
Agreement of Publisher. (4 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bonds,
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Black Splotches All Over Face
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
Produced Severe Itching-Ye- ar's
.
sheet,
We
in
Treatment by Physicians Did No Bond for
Appearance, District Court,
LEAD
Good and Became Despondent-Affec- ted Justice Quarterlv Report,
sheet.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Parts Now Clear as Ever.
Bond, General Form,
TEDDY
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Alabama Lady's
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen,
in
Official Bond,
sheet.
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
BY
Official
CURE
THE
Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
Charles Wagner, Llcen.ed Embalmcr.
Certificate of Election,
sheet,
CUTICURA REMEDIES Letters of
sheet,
Guardianship,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
"About four years ago 1 was afflicted Letters of Administration,
2
with black splotches all over my face Administrator's Bonil and Oath,
and a few covering my body, which
sheet.
Established 1856.
Incbrporated 1903.
produced a severe itching irritation, and Letters Testamentary,
which caused me a great deal of annoyin Assumpsit,
Declaration
sheet,
ance and suffering, to such an extent that
I was forced to call in t wo of the leading Declaration in Assumpsit on Note.
sheet.
physicians of my town. After a thorSatisfaction of Mortgage,
Bheet.
ough examinatioa of the dreaded comsheet.
plaint they announced it to he skin Assignment of Mortgage,
eczema in its worst form. They t rented
Deed
without Insurance
Mortgage
me for tho ame for the length of one
Clause,
year, but the treatment did me no good. Options,
" Finally I became despondent and
Notice of Protest,
sheet
decided to discontinue their services.
Notaries' Notice of Publication, to
Shortly afterwards, my husband in readsheet.
ing a, copy of a weekly New York
paper saw an advertisement of the CutiWarranty Deed,
en
Remedies.
He
the
cura
purchased
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
tire outfit, and after using the contents
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
of the first bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
ON ALL
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
in connection with the Cutictini Soap
Keietise of Deed or Trust,
and Ointment, the breaking out entirely
stopped. I continued the use of the Homestead Affidavit,
Cuticura Remedies for six months, and Homestead Application,
sheet.
after that every splotch was entirely
Affidavit,
and the affected parts were left as Homestead
gone
El Paso.
Proof, full sheet
clear as ever. I have not felt a sympsheet.
Vernon Hurdon, a well known young tom of the eczema since, which was three No. 1 Homentead,
Desert Land Entry, 4 074e,
man who has been sojourning for the years ago.
"The Cuticura Remedies not only Affidavit Renuired of Claimant,
past year in Santa Fe, having come cured
mo ot that dreadful disease
Notice to Assessor by probate Clerk,
for the benefit of his health, loft last
eczema, but other complicated trouWes
night for a visit with home folks at as well: and 1 have been the means of
Rheet,
Duluth, Minnesota,
PiDJSIDAY
others being cured of the same disease Lease,
Lsase of Personal Property, y. Blipet.
I
Cuticura
don't
the
and
Remedies,
will
leave by
Professor Hiram Hadley
Chattel Mortgage,
hesitate in saying that, the Resolvent
tonight for Las Vegas where he will is the best blood
medicine that the world Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
spend a day in attendance at the San has ever known." Lizzie 10. Sledge,
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Miguel County normal institute and
540 Jones Ave.,
Mortgage Deed, Vi sheet.
will also visit the summer school at Oct, 28, 1905.
Solma, Ala
Power of Attorney,
bold throughout the world. Cutloura Soap. Ufa., Ointthe Normal University.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
ment, 0(, HpHolVflnt, Wc. (to form of Chocolatfi Coattd
sheet.
Mill,, 2Av. per vial of Ml), mar be had of all nrmgiNti.
P. M, Dolan, of Taos, for many years
iJotter OruR and Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Booton, .Man.
sheel.
Complaint, Criminal,
Mailed
Ctitirura.
Skin
"The
'ree,
Hook,"
a resident of this city where he has
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComHow to CuretUibflguriug Uumora."
many friends, and at present, a prosOut-in- g
plaint,
perous merchant at Taos, is in town,
Forcible
and
SumRntry
Detainer,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Bregg, of
partly on business and partly visiting
mons,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, reached the
with old friends and acquantances.
Replevin Bo.id,
en
route
from
home
city
yesterday
Charles L. Thayer, secretary and
Execution
Forcible Entry and
treasurer of the Gold Bullion Com- the Pacific coast. They are ou thPlr
For Half 'a Century the leading Dry Goods House in the
City
wedding tour, having been recently
pany, which Is engaged in mining op- married in the
Replevin Writ, '4 sheet.
Smoky
City.
They
O. Box 3iq.
P.
erations in the Golden district, in will
Phone
36.
Replevin
Auidavlt,
remain here about a week for the
south Santa Fe County, attended to
purpose ot enjoying Santa Fe's cool Peace Proceedings, Complaint, V sheet.
company business today in the Capital. and
SXX WW
Si
V
invigorating climate, to visit the Warrant, U sheet.
A. E. Weller and J. F. Woller, two many scenic attractions and view the Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment
men
New
from
sheet.
Affidavit,
young
Newburgh,
many objects of historical and nr
York, have returned to the city for chaeological interest in Ithls city and Attachment Bond,
another visit of several days after an vicinity. Mr. Bregg has visited the
General Blanks.
outing in the mountains. They are on Capital several times during the past Township Plats,
a pleasure tour and are having a few years and has spent his summer Sheep Contract,
sheet.
vacations here for the purpose of re Agreemeut,
good time.
a
Application for License, Retail Liquor
Superintendent Arthur Trelford of cuperation and rest. He thinks Saul
aheet.
the New Mexico penitentiary, and Cap- Fe one of the finest places for that
Dealers,
tain Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico purpose on God's green earth. Mr. Application for License. Games sn
Butcher's Bond,
Mounted Police returned last night Bregg is an experienced and interestfrom Las Vegas whero they were wit- ing writer, whose strong point. Is Attachment Writ,
news"feature
on
sWy work"
dally
Attachment Summons as OHniishuB,
nesses In the preliminary hearing of
papers. For several years he has been
sheet.
the' Territory vs. Lewis Myers.
connecteu with the Pittsburg Dispatch Execution,
sheet.
J. P. Lyng, city ticket and passen- in an
Now at their best. Will also have CaliImportant capacity. Mrs. Bregg Summons,
ger agent of the Santa Fe Central is an attractive nd
young Subpoe-- a
bright
fornia
Strawberries and Blackberries
Railway, left today for Kennedy to woman She is very happy and has
Capias Complaint,
assist in the freight work there durenjoyed every, moment of tho time Search Warrant
every Thursday.
sheet.
,
ing the absence of Agent A. K.
since the couple started from Pittsatock
who is off duty for a few days
Blanks.
burg west via the northern route and
POULTRY
WEDNESDAYS
&
FRIDAYS
on account of the death of his baby. via the Pacific coast for this
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor't
city.
X. D.
of
President
Recorded
In Books
the
Murray,
Ilrand,
Silver City National Bank, registered
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
ALBUQUERQUE
at the Paiace yesterday. He was acBill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Veil
NEWS PARAGRAPHS
companied by A. H. Marlee, a well
dor's Recorded Brand, V sheet.
known and prominent
Bill
attorney of
I
1'
Range Delivery, W sheet
New
southwestern
..lexieo. They
to Gather, Drive id Handle II fhone Zb.
Authority
Sidewalks.
the
phone 26
Defacing
came to the Capital on financial and
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
At the next meeting of the city
legal business.
Brand,
council of Albuquerque, it is stated
Mrs. TT. B. Stephens and Miss Maud that
complaint will probably be made Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's ReStephens of Liberty, Missouri, arrived against the practice of putting adverin tne cily todav for a visit of several
corded Brand,
tisements on the sidewalks in front
weeks at the home of their son and of the stores or
at the street corners. Certiftcaie of Brand,
brother, TT. F. Stephens. Rev. Charles It not only defaces the
CUT PRICES.
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
pavement but
Stephens of Kearney, Nebraska, an- In cases where paint is used ladles
Our Blank Books speak for them
We
have a quantity of first class
other son of Mrs. Stephens, has been are liable to have the
skirts of their selves.
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
visiting for several weeks in Santa Fe. dresses ri ined.
are going to close out In the next
Spanish Blanks.
Edward Hart, a prosperous merPeddled Imitation Jewelry.
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
Auto
de
chant and well known citizen of Gal- Arresto,
pllego.
Two peddlers of "phony" jewelry
the time to fit up your house when
Auto
de
who
was an arrival in the city giving their names as Ed Brown and
Prison,
In)),
can get the best goods at the lowyou
Declaracion
.Turada,
Sunday, left this morning for Penasco, J. C. Wilson were gathered in last Friest prices. We will furnish your
Flanza Oficlal,
Taos County, for a visit with a Catholic day by the police at
Albuquerque.
house from kitchen to garret. You
priest in that parish. His trip and They were arrested on a charge of Flanza Oflcial y juramento
can pay cash and get a discount or
visit are taken for rest and recrea- peddling without a license and a com- Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
we will give you all the time you want
tion and he will remain in the north- plaint of disorderly conduct was aJso Contrato de Pa tido,
on easy payments. Call in and se
ern part of New Mexico for ten days lodged against them. When taken in Escrltura de Renuncia,
our goods.
or longer.
tow by the officers they were engaged Documento Garantizado,
pliego.
Formula
de
in
Entimeracion,
the raising a "rough house" in a
plIego.
D. S. LOWITZKI,
Mr. and Mrs. William
Bradford
saloon on Railroad Avenue. Each was Contrato Entres los Directores y
Prince were passengers
Lower San Francisco St., Santa
yesterday
plIegos.
via the Denver and Rio Grande for the given ten days in jail to meditate over
their wrong doings and incidentally Contrato de Combustible,
"
pliego.
Prince Sunshine ranch near Espa
- ..
,...
Notas Obllgaclones, 2:c por BO.
where they will do for the next to sober up.
1
I
LIbros CertiQcados de Bonos, $1.
two weeks. Today they were joined
Silkworm Industry.
Libros di Recibos, Supervisors de
An experiment In the
by Mrs. Prince and by tho Rev. Dr.
of
growing
J. B. Wasson, Assistant rector of St. silkworms at Albuquerque
will be Caminoq, C6c.
made
next
Thomas' church, New York, who is a
spring by a Japanese ex- Hipoteca de Bienes Miiebles,
Documento de Hipoteca.
guest of Hon. and Mrs. L. Bradford pert named Ging Hasegawa. Mr.
has been there for the past two Documento Garantizado, extensn forPrince.
ma entera.
weeks studying conditions and reports
F. A. 'Bush, editor and manager of that
he finds everything favorable for Certiflcado de Matrtmonio, .lOo.
one of the brightest newspapers in- the
tne industry. The Japanese silkworm
sheet.
Territory, namely, the Silver City En- grower says that he came to the Uni- Proof of Labor,
sheet.
terprise arrived from the south yes- ted States about seventeen
Morton C, Miller, Secretary and Manager.
sheet.
years ago. Lode Mining Location,
terday and will remain here until to- and began raising silkworms at Fres- Placer
Mining
Location,
sheet.
business. Mr. no, California.
night, on newspaper
According to a state- Title Bond to Mining Property,
Bush, who came to New Mexico eight ment, credited to him when
the Japan- Title Bond and Lease of Mining Propfrom
aso
years
Bloomington, Indiana, ese government learned of what he
erty, vsheet.
fcoid
for the benefit of his health has very was
doing the Mikado ordered that Mining Deed,
sheet.
much improved and has become a true ho he
Money
to
death and he had to flee Mining Lease,
put
sheet.
blue citizen of the Sunshine Territory. for his life.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
C. H. Berryman, of Denver, mining
Enlarge Railroad Shops.
Coal Declaratory Statement, with Powe
RENTS COILECTEO AND TAXES PAID.
are
elated
R.
Albnquerqueans
J.
and
of
feeling
of
engineer,
Postlethwait,
Afflda-- '
Attorney and
over
the
that,
thf
of
the
report
shops
Trinidad, who is a railroad man, were
Business of
School BlanK.
Attended to.
in town this morning gathering Infor- Atchison, Topeka and Santa. Fe Rail
of School Director,
Oath
there
will
not only not be removmation in regard to the Territory. way
but on the other hand will probably Certificate of Apportionment of School
They called at the office of the Bureau ed
sheet.
Funds,
It is understood that
of Immigration and were supplied with be enlarged.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
-offlcials
lnnl
a
thp
there
have
made
literature on the Territory in general.
sheet.
t
urn
imhi
mi
inr
ujruiH
They were highly pleased with the
at. the shops, and that Enumeration Form. W.Rheot.
climate of Santa Fe and 'exipeot t provements
the
of
officials
the railway sys- - Teaeher's Certificate,
high
make another visit in the near future
tem look npon the plan with favor. Certificate of Appointment, Vt sheet.
to. this city.
General Manager .1. G. Hurley, was In Contract for School Teacher,
sheet
Rev. Father Alfred Quetu, pastor Albuquerque yesterday to look over Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
103 Palac
Contract for Fuel,
of a Catholic church at Prescott, Ari- the situation.
AvaitM.
shet.
No.
Teachers' Monthly Report.
zona, and with A, L. Morrison Sr.,
480
of
editor
the
Western Catholic
Page
joint
Ledger, $6.50.
Review, a magazine of the southwest,
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
parsed through Santa Fe today en
route to Fenasco where with Rev. CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
Gambling Table,
sheet.
The New Mexican can do printing
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Father Dumarlas, the pastor at that
Application for License,
sheet
equal to that done in any of the large
NEW MEXICO.
Book for New Mexico, historical
Blue
will
celebrate
fiesta
he
Sheriff's
of
the
place,
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of
shet.h
Monthly Report,
The New Mexican Printing Company
San Lorenzo. Rev. Father Quetu has
worn we turn out. Try onr work once and official compendiJm of value to
many friends In New Mexico as well has the largest, facilities and most
Legal Blanks of every description and you will certainly come
We every business man and officer and of
as Arizona and takes an active Interest modem machinery for doing all kinds and conforming to the laws of New have all the facilities for again. out Interest to
every citizen, 304 pages,
turning
s
In affairs of state as well as of edu- of Printing and Binding In
Mexico are on hand and for sale by every class of work,
including one of Price $1.50. Address the New Mex.
of Loose-lea- f
cation and religion.
style. Manufacturers
the New Mexlcar Printing Company.
the best binderies in ,tha west.
lean Printing Company, Santa Fa.
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SeligmanBros. Co.

i

Great Reduction
Summer uoods

'

LESS THAN COST

I

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats,

'

11

JULY 2 3

COEJCIJVG

f

I

Suits, Trousers, etc.

IBS

j

Colorado

WINTER GROCERY CO.

!

Oo Caliente,

i

RASPBERRIES

(

New Mexico ,

Free-land-

All Yob Want

fl.S.

I

TRY IT.
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

f

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

j

incokfohited

mmmmmmMmiiimw

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes.

Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION filVEN WAIL ORDERS.

MJJTA.

F,

'

catting varocers.

I

CUT PRICES!

fAia44taiia..

no-la- ,,

lew

H. K.

WE&COITOY
I
n

Hase-gaw-

""""""""isBi
rnex
ico

a

Eif ipn.

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.

"CHRYSALITE"

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

csiaie Bought,

and exchanged.
Lent on Approved Security.

Enameled Ware
WHY
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST.
NOT
DOES
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE THAT
REWE
RECENTLY
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE
. .

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

Non-Residet-

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

. . .

A Nice 7 Room House. Lage
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
BUY ANY
OTHER KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

'nn

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

14

LEGAL BLANKS.

hand-mad-

e

j

first-clas-

i

V7I

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

f MINOR
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great metropolis. Yesterday was the
hottest day of the year there, and

CITY TOPICS

la an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the pain and horror of

there wre many cases of prostration
and several deaths.
Fresh paint In a liome on Palace
Avenue was ruined last night by dogs.
The doors of the residence were left
open to assist In drying the paint ou
the floors. Some of the many too
tracked
about
numerous
canine
through the paint. Still the dog pests
are allowed to live.
The Albuquerque Citizen wants to
know what the cook will have to prepare for the burros and asks: "A want
ad in Saturday's New Mexican says:
'Wanted, camp cook for party of
eight, three Chinamen and eight "burros." Question: What will the cook
have to prepare for the burros?"
The remains of Miss Lillian Cox,
whoso death occurred Saturday evening in Chicago, will be buried In Santa
Fe. The body was prepared for shipment yesterday and was forwarded
......
XI m tTAlWlCU
vj
to arrive here tomorrow evening. The
funeral will be held Thursday afternoon from the Episcopal Church.
Lewis Myers, the young machinist arrested by Captain Fred 'Fornoff
and Santa Fe Railway detectives at
Las Vegas on a charge of entering into a conspiracy to prevent the operation of trains on the Santa Fe, was
bound over to await the action of the
grand jury under a bond of $3,000 at
the Meadow City yesterday. Myers
pleaded not guilty. He will secure the
necessary bond.
The Santa Fe Central locomotives
are to be overhauled and two will be
sent to the shops at Estancia at a
time. While the engines are being repaired two big locomotive to take
their places have been borrowed from
the El Paso & Southwestern.
The
first of the Southwestern engines arrived in the city yesterday afternoon,
having pulled in the regular passenger train from Torrance. The other
Is expected here in a fow days.

The Capital City Club will give lis
regular fortnightly dancing party this
evening at Adam's Hall.
The special car to advertise the
twenty-sixtannual Albuquerque fa'r
will be at Santa Fe on August 15th.
The Santa
branch train
was over two hours late In returning
on the iirst trip today from Lamy. Delayed connections at the junction are
given as the cause,
The forty hour devotions will
be brought to a close this evening at
the Guadalupe Church. The services
were inaugurated on Sunday. They
are being well attended.
A. M. Dettlobach of Santa Fe, secretary of the New Mexico Firemen's
Association, lias issued a call for a
convention of the association at Albu
querque on September 17.
Owners of carriages and automobiles
ore complaining about the condition
of Palace Avenue where a quantity of
dirt has been dumped Into the street.
Ttecent rains liave caused the dirt to
become sticky and this nml's driving
disagreeable.
During the last few days slight
trembles of the earth have been felt
In Socorro and vicinity. No damage
whatever was done and people have
paid no attention to the occurrences.
It Is believed that all danger from
more severe shocks is over.
Captain Fred Fornoff has received
word that Mounted Policeman F. h.
Gomez has arrested two men In Guadalupe County on a charge of stealing
sheep and has started with them for
Torrance, Torrance County, where
the alleged theft was committed. Details are lacking.
New York tourists in the city are
congratulating themselves that they
are in the southwest after reading the
reports of the terrific heat in the
y

god-sen-

comforts of this period.
Sold by all druggists at
Rnnlr
At.no
hnttl
containing valuable information free.
The Brtdfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.

rr

Partly cloudy tonight and Wednesday with local thunder showers In
north and east portions Is the forecast today of the local weather man.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 68 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night wns
55 degrees.
The maximum temperature yesterday was 79 degrees at 1:10
p. m. while the minimum temperature was 50 degrees at 5:45 a, m.
The mean for the day was 04 degrees
with a relative humidity of 52 por
cent. The precipitation wns only a
trace.
It Is currently reported here today
tnat Sheriff i'erfecto Armijo of Albuquerque, has placed under arrest at
Bluewater, Pedro Alarid of this city
on suspicion of killing Pedro Mirabnl.
hi Albuquerque on the night, of July
4
following a quarrel over a woman.
Sheriff Armijo wn". m Santa Fe last
week looking up clews In the murder
nose and It is supposed here that the
arrest of Alarid, Is one of the results.
,1. N. Carley, of Hagan,
Sandoval
County, and his wife, Anita M. Carley,
have disposed of an undivided
Interest dn mining claims In the
New Placers
mining district, one
mile north of the town of San Pedro
to Frank Owen of Santa Fe. The
consideration is placed at $100.' The
transfer was filed for record yesterday
In the office of the probate clerk for
Santa Fe County. Mr. Owen also filed
for record at the same time a bill of
sale for stamp mill and contents
which he bought from Mr. Carley and
has had moved to the "Old Timer"
mining claim. The consideration mentioned In this bill of sale is $500.
"The Estancia Valley Is in very fine
condition owing to the late Tains and
the homeseekers who have settled in
the district and those Who are coming
in are greatly encouraged," stated S.
B. Grlmshaw, assistant to the general
manager of the Santa Fe Central Railway, this morning when asked
for
news by a reporter of the New Mexican. "The local freight and passenger business of the Santa Fe Central
Railway is very good. The shipments
of wool still continue and large shipments of sheep will commence soon.
The Santa Fe Central Railway has procured a very fine engine from the El
Paso and Southwestern Railway which
is being used on regular trains Nos.
1 and 2.
This was done to relieve
the Santa Fe Central locomotives undergoing repairs."
The bond committee of the Elks'
opera house committee at a recent
meeting ordered the- preparation and
execution of the deed of trust to secure bonds and the execution of the
bonds upon which money has been
raised for the purpose of building the
opera house. These bonds will be issued as soon as the necessary preliminary steps are taken and the bonds
received from the lithographer and
executed. There is more than a reasonable prospect that $10,000 of the
bonds In one lump will be taken by a
California capitalist If they can be
had, but it is not likely that that
amount can be allotted to any one person, as the present contracts will consume somewhat more than fifteen
thousand dollars. The building committee has determined to begin work
in the very near future and the
plans
and specifications for the Elks' home
portion of the edifice are in course of
preparation. The plans and speciflca-tion- s
for the opera house portion are
ready.

courage, strength? Or are they
thin. nale. delicate? This reminds
..... i A.,..e c.rcnc-iiitt iW tit pat tln'iit's for children. It eives them
Ask
a eood appetite, improves their digestion, builds up their general health.
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Ate Yoti Papets Safe?
The use of one of our SAFETY

DE-

POSIT BOXES will cost you the small
sum of 10 cents each week $5 a year

118

place to keep your
insurance
mortgages,

and afford you
deeds, notes,

11

a

policies all your valuable papers,
safe from fire, from thieves, and
where they will not be lost or mislaid

1
,

Also a few boxes at $2,60 per year.
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LATEST STYLES IN

Ladies' Black and White

Voesyour face
look fresh,

ordoesitIookPfl,

low, faded and worn ? If your complexion isn't smooth and transparent as yon
would like it to be, use HAOAN'S
BALM.
No woman need lool;
old mid worn who will use this delightful liquid beautifier. 11 armless, instantly
applied and impossible to detect.
MAG-NOLI-

t

BARGAINS IN ORCHARDS AND RANCHES
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and farm
properties In the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley in southern Rio Arriba County in the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargaan.
There are sailsfactory reasons for sell
ing. The section is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but iu the southwest.
supply of water for irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at ail times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are;
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, bam and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
station; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, ham, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marf
mile to town,
ket garden tract,
railroad, postofflce, school and church;
good six room house,
having telephone; barn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; price
post-offic-

No. 4.
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Thrftemingfbn Typewriter laiblciigesf.

llOwsckoff, Seomans
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Benedicr,v327 Droadway.

New Vow!?

ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets nnd scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaued out at 10 rents a pound
nnd cheaper If ordered In larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds nnd ends of the best paper
obtainable, nnd you pre getting double
your mnnpy's worth when buying.

GIVE T'K

JED.

W AH

Lands.
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

AND

CALL

A

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are In the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa-

To Our Furniture
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EXAMINE

If you want anytning
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SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
have a full line of Gold iledai
iui,p supplie-iconsisting of folding

rota, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
lift;.
Also, full line of tents and
Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
.ir and rubbers.
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Pastels, Etchings, from the art store

uf Uilman & Co., New York.
These
ood3 are attractive and offered at a
iow price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at thea and be

ne

station

0....Lr..

11:00

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

SYSTEM

I.licdht lici

.1o

eartn---

Department

ittmheriUamh.

I

inula

on

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons.. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before

-
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Trains tunp at Embudo tor c iner
where good meals are served.
At Antonlio for Durangu, Sllverton
and intermediate poiius.
At AlamoH. for Denver, I'ueblo and
Intermediate
point? via the standard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gaue via Saltda, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GOUGE
also for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER,
Q. P. A., Denver, Colo

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take It off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

PATENTS!
models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.

one-hal-

$2,25U,

OUR LEADER

er

.

-r

I

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 78rr; Missouri
Missouri Code
Pleading forma, $;
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ot New
Mexico, 1899, 1(101, and 190!(, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SherlC's Flexible-CovPocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos, 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.3(1 each;
Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest ot New Mexlio
Reports, full suaep, $(150 delivered;
full list school lankt.

given to secure the payment of said
note on lots 9 nnd 10, in block 2 in
Rosonwald's addition.

For saie sheep ranch of 520
acres with good fences and improvements, has excellent water, shelter,
hay land and controls Beveral thousand acres of fine goat grazing land.
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
No. 5. TweDty acres, having about
ten acres of full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room
adobe house, well built and finished,
good barn ; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of
trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola,
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place is a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of seven acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
MEADOW CITY
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
NEWS ITEMS plums, quinces and large beds of as'
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
rJ .
.... n u uc me . ..
U
ah ban
' t
vn
ni.
vegetable products alone of this place
Honorable Herbert S. Hadley, the bring in
annually $750 to $900. The
fearless young attorney general of net
receipts last year in vegetables
delivered
an
Missouri,
address at a and fruit were over J500. Terms cash,
mass meeting held last evening, in
the Duncan Opera House nt Las VegThe New Mexican Prlntlns Comnany
as under the auspices of the Good
nas on hand a large sunnly of Dads
Government League. "Law Enforcement was the subject of his address and tablets suitable for school work,
and he was frequently interrupted the desk, and also for lawyers and
by applause. Attorney General Had- merchants; good anywhere. We will
ley held that the laws of a nation or sell them at five cents in book form,
state or community should be enforced or else stricken off the statutes.
Subscribe for the Daily New
These mass meetings which are held
and get the news.
for the purpose of bringing about
some needed civic reforms are already
bearing fruit in Las Vegas.
Gospel Tent Meetings.
A series of gospel meetings have
j been held in a tent at Las Vegas, the
object being to organize a Church of
Christ society there. Twenty-fivor
more members have been secured so
far, and cash to the amount of several hundred dollars has been raised. Can make quick sales if
price
It is expected that a minister will be
Is satisfacty of following
called soon, when the work of organization is completed.
properties:
in Tax Case,
Injunction
Coal
T.
i.. uiawer
' . 01a i.,ine application ior
iu iiiB
an injunction by the citizens of Clayton restraining the town trustees from
collecting an occupation tax, which
came up before Chief Justice William
J. Mills In. his chambers at Las Vegas, it was agreed among the parties
interested that a temporary Injunction
Properties must be large and
should be issued and the case be heard
on its merits at the next term of the of established value.
district court in Union County.
A Foreclosure Suit.
SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS
Attorney George H. Hunker has filed a suit in foreclosure in the district
court at Las Vegas against Frank A.
Ready for Invertment.
Bope et al to recover judgment in
Land scrip bought and sold
the sum of $1,200, on account of a
Hugo Seaberg,
promissory note executed by the defendants Frank A. Bope and Delia E.
Raton, N. M
Bope, and to foreclose a mortgage
111
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How is it with the children these
days? Have they plenty of grit,

Pale? Thin?

TKBtKniKrli

child-hirt- h

of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy rob9
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
d
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
but its use
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtgently prepares the system for the cominsr event, oreventa "morning
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We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTJ
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Prompt
Attention. Send for Catalogue.

Stteet256.

HOWLAND

A

T. W. ROBERTS'

fi

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

Hovelty

San Francisco

256

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

K. BARBER SHOP

ipsa-

Three First Class Barbers,
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
& Best Tubs in City

4M

Sole

and

SODA WATER

!

Any Flavor You Oeair.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
.uantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

PLAZA

BARBER

PrAlERS

IN

SALT and sEEDs.
I

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

0fk

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

SHOP

WILLIAM B PARSC. S, Prop.
Leading Toniorlal Parlor In 8anta
Two Porcelain Bath Tuba.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three

FIrat-Claa-

Barren.
East Side

RETAIL

,

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No, 38

THE

GRAIN, POTATOES,

Agint For

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.

BOUGHT to any
In the CounR. R. T'CKTS parts send
ticket
try;
in and get cash for it; tran
sactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELO, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

much the largest asset we haTo in our business.

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first class artists ; : ;
Electrical Baths .
1.50
Other Baths
25
Parlors located West Side Plar.i
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.
.

lit
To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

Reliability

is

our watchword and every sale

we

make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like

thiB.

It ii

a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C

SPITT!

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
.

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

WrtOltSAlt

HENRY KRICK

C510 South Broadway'
1,08 ANGEIrES, CAI,IF.

-

LEO

Largest

& CO,

ALL PERIODICALS

.

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
.

.

JACOB WELTMER

. .

LIVERY STABLE.

I
Fin

Call

Rl,

Reliable Horaea, tlnglr
Suflilta, Surrey, Haek.

t

No.
Hp Thgn
whn In mo
of Anythnla In th
Llvry Lin
Driver
Furnihd.. Haonahli

Rata.

CXIAB. CLOCSOn.

I

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and in onler not to carry over for next season they will b sold from now
on at and below cost. Please call and look at; them, no trouble to show
v
goods.

.ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

P4
PAUE

,...,,

-

Sash, and Doors
Lumber,
sIMD8 Of

HOUSES

Cord and Stov Wood Extra Pry, Cut to Fit Your Stor.
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
Part of th City:::
nd HAGAN

COAL

We Hetil

iTOBAGJB:

TRANSFER

ranch

Phone 35 Santa Fe.

0c

aad Yaria at Cerrilloa,

U.

.

COAL WOOD

.Vf.O

.urn p. per ton.
H.itoD and Monpro Scrwnori
I'!. m.l f'nm mercial litfton Nut

Sweiied Domestic Lump, Trinidad

5.00

Ifiiullinp, flwtfl

S?xnirliiim,

All orders receive prompt nnn rareim hiumhmiu.

ami Cord Wood.

CAPITAL COALDl. YARD.
'I'houe

Garfield ave, Near A., T. A S. C

Climatoloflical Service U. 8. Weather
Bureau, New Mexico
Section.
Local

TO RENT.

If you lanuot, afford to nay for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It is a
a;ood paper to send to your friends.

JCeytlUi Mot1

No. SS.

the weather has been dry and plea
The highest temperature was
99 degrees and the lowest was 61 degrees.
S.
Weather
Pueblo, Colo 11.
Bureau The weather has been warm
and threatening but only a trace of
rain occurred prior to Sunday afternoon, when there was 0.70 inch. The
sunshine average about 75 per cent,
while the average temperature of the
The highest
week was 74 degrees.
was 95 degrees and the lowest was EG
degrees.
Rincon W. A, Foote A heavy rain
occurred on the 2nd, amounting to
1.55 inch and the total for the week
was 1.99 inches. The sunshine per
centage was low and temperatures
were moderate. The highest was 95
degrees and the lowest was 62 degrees,
Rosedale W. H. Martin Showers
have continued almost dally, but the
for the week
total
precipitation
amounted to only 0.65 Inch. Very little sunshine occurred, the average
being about 34 per cent. Rather low
temperatures also prevailed, the mean
for the week being 66 degrees; the
highest was 82 degrees and the lowest
was 54 degrees.
Roswell U, S. Weather Bureau
, ery little sunshine occurred the aver
age being 26 per cent. Showers were
frequent, amounting to 0.71 inch,
Moderate temperature prevailed, the
average being 78 degrees; the highest
was 92 degrees and the lowest wr.s 63
degrees.
ning
Santa Fe V. S. Weather
weather prevailed almost
every day and a number of light showers occurred, amounting to 0.56 inch
precipitation. The temperature of the
week averaged 06 degrees, or two de- grees a day below the normal. The
mghest was S2 degrees and the lowest
of
was 50 degrees. The percentage
sunshine was low.
White Oaus Robt. H. Taylor The
soil Is very wet, the precipitation of
the week amounting to 1.50 inches.
cloudy
was considerable
There
weather.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.,

Office, United

States Weather

Bureau.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For the week ending
190B.

August

fith,

No. 49

of
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee
cost
you nothing.
hiah quality and correct style will
CATALOG IS FREE.

BROCK

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers

&

CAL.

LOS ANGELES,

& BROADWAY

FOURTH

PASO ROUTE

!

The percentage of sunshine during
the week was relatively low, the days
being partly cloudy to cloudy, as a rule,
and thunder showers were frequent.
In localities these were heavy, notably
In the lower Rio Grande valley and
If you have anything to sell, rent or
the western districts. Thus at Fort
ot
columns
"Want"
use
the
exchange
Bayard on the 30th of July 0.70 Inch of
the New Mexican.
precipitation occurred and again on
the 3rd a like amount, while the
"Make Hay While the Sun Shines." total for the week was 2.0C inches. At
There lb a lesson in the work o the
Rincon 1.65 inches of precipitation octhrifty farmer. He knows that the curred on the 2nd and 0.30 Inch on
bright sunshine may last but a day the 3rd; at Fort WIngnte 0.50 inch ocand he prepares for the showers which
curred on the 1st and the 3rd; at Maare so liable to follow. So It should
nuelito 0.90 inch occurred on the 1st
be with every household. Dysentery,
1.00 Inch on the 2nd and at Lake
and
diarrhoea and cholera morbus may
0.64 Inch occurred on the 3rd,
at tack some member of the home with- Valley
while heavy rains were reported In
Chamberlain's
Colic,
out warning.
the vicinity at. various times during
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
the week. On the eastern slope, howfor
these
Is the best known medicine
ever, while showers have been fre
diseases, should always be kept at
been much lighter
is quent they have
hand, as immediate treatment
and over the eastern plains lighter
fatal.
and
may
prove
delay
necessary,
still.
For sale by all druggists.
Temperatures have remained modersomewhat below normal In the
ate,
Stomach Troubles and Constipation. northern counties, while the cloudiness
No one can
reasonably hope for and showers have tempered the heat
,'ood digestion when the bowels are in the southern valleys. At Santa Fe
Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of
constipated.
the average for the week was about
KdwardsviJle,
ill., says: "I suffered 2
degrees a day below the normal
from chronic constipation and stomach
temperature.
troubles for several years, but, thanks
The following notes are taken from
to Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver the reports of correspondents:
Tablets, am almost, cured." Why not,
Aragon John R. Milligan It only
?et a package of these tablets and get rained In spots in this vicinity during
Price 25 cents. the, month of July and, while some lowell and stay well.
for sal" by all
calities have been well favored, more
Samples
rain is generally needed.
Beenham Frank Miera We had no
The Intense Itching characteristic of rain during the week and warm
salt rheum and eczema is instantly weather continues. Conditions, howTt 'has
The public Is showing Its apprecia
allayed by applying Chamberlain's ever, are highly favorable.
Salve. As a cure for skin disease this been cloudy the last days of the week tion of the attractive circulars sent
0111
For sale by all and conditions favor rain.
salve Is unequalled.
by the New Mexican Printing
Carlsbad Raymond
Depne 'I lie Company. In regard to rubber stamps
druggists.
whole week has been fairly cool and
occurred
showers
Summer Diarrhoea In Children.
pleasant. Two
Men Past Sixty In Danger.
During the hot weather of the sum- amounting to 0.56 Inch precipitation.
More than half of mankind over
de
97
was
mer months the first unnatural loose- The highest temperature
sixty years of age suffer from kidne
ness of a child's bowels should have grees and the lowest was M degrees. and' bladder disorders, usually enlarg
Casa Salazar I. Mora The week ment of
immediate attention, so as to check
prostate blands. This is boil)
t lie disease before it becomes serious.
has not. been very warm, although the
and dangerous, and Foley's
painful
showTwo
clear.
were
mostly
All that is necessary is a few doses days
Kidney Cure should be taken at the
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and ers occurred amounting to 0.65 Inch. first
sign of danger, as it corrects Ir
93
de
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose The highest temperature was
old
and has cured ma-.regularities
of castor oil to cleanse the system. grees and the lowest 60 degrees.
Mr. Rodney Bur-men of this disease
Considerable
h
Hut
Geo.
M.
Chama
O.
Rev.
Stockland, Pastor of the
nert, Rockport, Mo., writes: "I suf;
First M. E. Church, Little Falls, Miun., cloudiness occurred throughout the fered
with enlarged prostate gland
were
relatively
writes: "We have used Chamberlain's week and temperatures
and and kidney trouble for years and aftei
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy low. The highest was 80 degrees
taking two bottles of Foley's Kidne
for several years and find It a very the lowest was 42 degrees.
Cure I feel better than I have for
Weather
S.
U.
Colo
valuable remedy, especially for sumDurango,
'
and
cool
was
twenty years, although 1 am now 91
part
week
The
in
mer disorders
Sold by Bureau
children.
venr.s old." Ireland's Pharmacy.
showers,
all druggists.
ly cloudy, with three light
amounting to 0.27 inch. The temperaTEN YEARS IN BED.
ture of the week averaged 65 degrees
SAN JUAN EXCURSION
ten
"For
years I was confined to uy
normal.
the
below
4
a
or
day
degrees
TO SALT LAKE CITY.
disease of my kidneys,"
bed
with
the
and
86
was
The highest
degrees
August ICth, 1906.
writes R. A. Gray, J. P. of Oakville,;
Rate via, Denver and Rio Grande lowest was 45 degrees.
could
was so severe that
Espanola Frank D. McBrlde Con- Ind. "It
$28.50, for the round trip ticket. On
consult-not move part of the time.
occurred
cloudiness
during
siderable
sale August 15Ui. Final return limit
avail-the week but only a trace of rain. ed the very best medical skill
September 1st.
Fo-- ,
until
no
could
relief
debut
88
get
able,
was
The highest temperature
S. K. HOOPER, C. P. A.
recommended
was
Cure
51
degrees. ley's Kidney
grees and the lowest was
F. H. McBRIDR, Agt.
815.
Fort Bayard Major G. H. Bushnell to mo. It has bee na Godsend to me."
Showers have been frequent, amount Ireland's Pkarmaoy.
A "want ad" in the New
Mexican
to 2.06 inches. The sunshine of
ing
brings sure results.
tne week averaged about 69 per cent.
Pluk Lips Like Velvet. Rough, Chap- continue moderate, the ped or Cracked Lips, can be made as
Temperatures
The New Mexican Bindery is
highest was 91 degrees and the lowest soft as velvet by applying a light coatMexican
Review and get the
was 56 degrees, while the average for ing of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve. It
by sending in ft number of orders,
the week was 73 degrees.
takes out completely the soreness of
Fort .Ingate Capt. Edwd. P. Rock- - cuts, bruises, and all skin abrasions.
The New Mexican Printing Company hill The sunshine of the week aver- Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
is prepared to do the best, of brief aged about 64 per cent and showers
work in short order and at very reas- were frequent, amounting to 1.15 InWhat a New Jersey Editor Says:
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to ches. The temperature of the week
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips-- !
have their briefs printed rapidly and averaged 66 degrees: the highest was burg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "1
correctly and to present, them to the 82 degrees and the lowest was 48 de- have used many kinds of medicine
Supreme Court now in session here grees.
for coughs and cokls in my family but
on time, should call on the New MeWalter
Glen Mrs.
Wright
never anything so good as Foley's
occloudiness
xican Priming Company and leave their
considerable
Honey and Tar. I cannot, say too mu ill
curred we only had a sprinkle of rain. in
praise of It." Ireland's Pharman.
The highest temperature was 100 deSUMMER TOURIST HATES.
61
was
degrees.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs grees and the lowest
The disgusting discharges from the
...n.l Pnohlrt flu tha
nan.,.. .U Vfn Hope N. L. Johnson Theweek has nose and throat, and the foul catarrhal
Grande. Tickets on sale .Time 1st to been warm and threatening rain dally. breath, are quickly dispensed with by
a trace
Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure. Such
.September 30, final limit, October 81st At the station, however, only
rains fell In the using
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In occurred but good
soothing antiseptic agents as Oil Enca- Wild Indigo, ere,
eitner direction. To Denver and re adjacent country.
lyptus, Thymol,
Lake alley Wm. P. Keil The have been
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return
Into a snow
incorporated
and
partly white
$17.55.
To Colorado Springs and re- week opened with a shower
cream, making a catarrhal
A
pretty balm unexcelled. Sold '
cloudy weather prevailed.
turn $19 55.
by Fischer
good shower occurred on the 3rd, Drug t o.
F. II. .M'WHDR. Agent.
inch
0.64
to
precipitation,
amounting
and very heavy rain, with some hail, Lax-et- s
A Candy Bowel Laxative.
THE KITCHEN.
occurred eight miles west of the sta- If
have Constipation.
you
You could eat from the Bon Ton
rains
tion of the 29th of July. Heavy
Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness also occurred about six miles east and If you have a coated tongue.
If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow,
counts so much with all of us.
southeast during the week. The total If
you have Headache, Sour Stomach,
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Luncb
and
0.91
Inch,
was
here
precipitation
.
See for
etc., risk 5 cents on
Counter management goes much fur- moisture Is plentiful.
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
yourself.
ther than cleanliness.
Bailey
T.ns Veens
Curtiss
We
Our aim is to serve our patrons with Thunderstorms continue almost daily,
If you have kidney and bladder
best
subfood possibledainty, yet
the
of the week
and the precipitation
trouble and do not use Foley's Kidney
stantial.
amounted to 0.77 inch. Sunshine was
To see that they live and sleep In small, averaging about 49 per cent, Cure, you will have only yourself V
blame for results, as it positively
cheerful, airy rooms.
and temperatures was correspondingly
To surround them by all thai h low, the average for the week being cures all forms of kidney and bladder:
dediseases.
70 degrees. The highest was 88
pleasant and reflnPd.
And ihey also have for use the band' grees and the lowest 50 degrees,
We are extremely anxious to have
some parlors, library, buffet and smokt na Ainmos W. N. Frank, Jr.
customers try a package of our
our
the
on
29th,
occurred
room.
Thunderstorms
ing
The Bon Ton Is Just like a great big 30th and 31st of July and 2nd of most excellent cereal coffee. Dr.
Health Coffee Is designed par-happy home.
August, but were light, the precipita- Shoop's for nervous
0.54 Inch. tlcularly
trouble, stomach,
Yet all these luxuries and privileges tion amounting to ohly
invariare at your service at minimum rates. There has been more or less cloudi- liver, and kidney complaints
ness throughout the week, the sun- ably aggravated by coffee drinking.
Health Coffee consists of pure toasted
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
shine averaging about 50 per cent.
A
nice,
L.
grains, malt, fruits, etc. The flavor
Tarr
A.
W.
A fine mess of speckled
Manuelito
beauties
is of true old goveniTnent Java coffee,
showwere received at the Bon Ton from an moist, warm week with several
to 0.90 yet, not a grain of true coffee Is used.
old time friend who sent them to the ers. One on the 1st amounted
Co.
and another on the second Sold by Cartwrlght-Davlmanager that t.hey may be served to inch
wind has
The
Inch.
one
to
amounted
Call
this
of
the patrons
popular place.
most, of the time.
Hay Fwer and Summer Colds.
and get, them now while
they are been from the west,
Victims of hay fever will experience
cook ine
Monument Jas. M.
ThAv hnvft a nonk fhfl't knnwft
froch
benefit by taking Foley's Honey
how to fix them, and it you want a week was mostly clear out moaerateiy great
was and Tar, as It stops difficult breathing
real treat. In the eating line, why Just cool. The highest temperature
will be 192 degrees and the lowest, was 61 de- Immediately and heals the inflamed1
give them a call, and yon
air passages, and even if It should fall
twice as glad.
Nara Visa Willard Belknap This to cure you, it will give Instant relief,
has been another good week. We had The genuine is in a yellow package.
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
0.58 inch precipitation, light showers Ireland's Pharmacy.
A good
(bat
many people imagine
condimalt, is an Intoxicant, To . set you occurred almost every day and
The high- If your Stomach is weak,
right, on this point, we say, most em- tions are highly favorable.
88 degrees and If your Food distresses you,
phatically, that Dr. Laurltzen's Health est temperature was
Tf you are Weak and Nervous,
Table Malt and Malt Tonic are NOT the lowest was 60 degrees.
A terrific Use Dr. Shoop's Restorative for one
A.
at,
Joseph
Callente
all.
For
OJ6
sale
by
Intoxicating
H. 8. KADNE & 00.
rain and hail storm occurred in this month and see what Is does for yon.'
Phone 26. valley last Sunday evening and did Sold by Fischer Durg Co.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38 considerable damage. The precipitaOrlno Laxative Fruit Syrnpis sold
tion exceeded two Inches in about two
under a positive guarantee to cu'e
A "want ad" in the New Mexican hours' time. The highest temperature
of the week was 88 degrees and the constipation, sick headache, stomach
brings sure results.
trouble, or any form of Indigestion. If
lowest was 54 degrees.
Orange F. M. Holmsley Temper- It falls, the manufacturers refund your
Largest and best equipped Bindery
ature remain comparatively high and money. What more can anyone do.
in the Southwell

fr.

Cjae (ON? pas

i

I
ff

OrThw handsome solid vestibuled train run through to New
Carrie
without
through
Louis
St
md
change.
leans tthrevenort
Direct
sleepers Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points.
and
Ra
Southeast.
connections made for all points North,
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TRAIN

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

NEW

'

!

i

FAST
TRAIN.

TAKE
THE.

'

j

Loaves El Paso at 6:50 p m.

Mountain Pima

For schedules, rates and other information, call
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Himtnger
if.

SI

PatJO,

A

nn or addmw,

1

, tut.

Til.
K.

TuBNia.

(iirn, Passenger

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas

Agent.

Italia, Teias.

turn-Ne-

3.JXXSJ

-,

SPECIAL

1X1

1TB

R

EAST

'

Via

Lax-ets-

issul

Pacific Ballway

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

1

pu cars Kept Fresn am cool ny Electric Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed
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Id

Best
POST.
G. W. F

J. H. GINET,

H. C.

&
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Stout Street, IDenver, Colo
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J.
,
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P. A.
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60 Years

In Use For Over

Bureau-Threate-

SeiSruate6d4 Jewelry Catalog

7, 1906.

The BEST
of all Liniments

WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN sant.

Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good loca
Hons. Call on '.he reliable firm, Hughes
& Deigado. Office west side of Plaza.

BPUDIMOMATKmiAI.

AU.

-

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N, M.

SANTA

SIX..

IT IS

A

QUICK HEALER

WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

For

PAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT TENETRATES QUICK.

DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
NO PAIN SO

REMEDY.

TIME-TRIE-

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL
AILMENTS of DOGS
JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

25c,

r.Oc.

and $1 a BOTTLE.

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES,' All ACHES.
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CIT
ADEL OF PA1X AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT,

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-RITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOLNTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
A

A

YOU COULD'NT

BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED-I- T'S
THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD

FOR MAN, BEAST

AND POULTRY.

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS

THEIR

NEED IT ON

WORK-BENC-

FOR PAINS. ACHES
SORE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD.
RUB IT IN WELL

The LINIMENT of our

s

Forefathers,
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
M3.65.

$100 Rewaid, $100

The ren.'er" of thit pnper will he pleased to
learn that, there ia at least one dreaded
One fare for the round trip dates diaeaiethat
aeienee has been able to oure In
of sale April 25th to May 5th, return all It itairei and that ia Catarrh. Hall
Cutarrh Cure ia the only positive cure now
31
at.
limit July
k now ii to the medlonl fraternity. Untarrb
Also OB June 25th to July 7tt., r- - bring; n conttltutlonal disease, require a
nana vumrru
cwumiutioimi
treatment,
.
turn limit September 15th. Also Sep-- Cure
tken illt,rnally. ctin directly
Sri tn 14th
InnlnntvA PAtlirfl nnon th hhmri And milAOlia BUrfaem of the
thereby destroying the foundation of
limit October 31st. Liberal atop overs ilMem.
,he dUes,e - ;, BiVigthe patient atrenirth
no the constitution and amittina;
by
buildingallowed,
nature ia doing ita work The proprietors
Just like Santa J"e all the way.
have o much faith in H curative power
that they offer One Hundred Dollar for any
Call on any agent for Information.
oaae that it fails to cure. Send for list ot
H. S. LUTZ.
testimonials.
Address V. I CHBNKY A CO., Tolepo O.
Asent, Santa Fe, N. M. Sold
,
by aU DriwirlstB. We.
Taka Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

i

Subserve for the New Mexican.
We print the new;s the day It hap- pens.

New Mexican advertising pays.
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Uncle Silas and
The Word Grafting
Telli

What

He

Knows

Abuut

ME T

It

and Warns of Its

BELiM,

Futun Railroad Metropolis

Mi

W.

of New Mexico,

Located on Helen Cut off of Santa Fe R'y

Dangers,

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Copyright,

1806,

by R. Douglas.

word has been sprang upon
last two or three
ANEW my the
son, and it means a
heap more to the welfare and
happiness of mankind than any new
word for the last fifty years.
It js called "grafting." We all know
that by grafting slips into the limbs of
an old sour apple tree a farmer can
produce new and better fruit, but the
word as now used doesn't relate to
fruit at all except the fruits of rascality.
A few years ago the man who "grafted" would nave been called, a thief, a

robber and a swindler, and instead of
walking around among us with his hat

it the junc-

.
The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

tion of the Main Lino of the Santa Fc System

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, flalveatoa and
points East to San Francisco, Tva Angeles, El Paw and
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence Iota,
out with broad 80 and

ride,

ma

25x140 feet, laid

streets, with alley

70-fo- ot

i?0

feet

with beautiful lake and pnblie park and gTand old

shade trees; public school house, costing

1(5,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
eral large mercuntile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roll-

sev-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily ; large winery ; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for

and hay in Central iNew
Mexico,' Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city in the near future caanot bo estimated.

"PAfNTEP

HIS HOl.'BK AND BARJt
IKLIiOW."

A

h

on bis ear ami boasting or bis financial
acumen he'd have len hustled into

state prison.
Just at presput we have a spasm of
liberality on. We are willing to be robbed and wrecked aud sent to the
and we are willing to use soft
terms toward those who despoil us. If
a chap should come into our yard and
steal our boe, be would be a thief ; if a
financier worth a milllou dollars steals
twenty thousand from us be is only e
"grafter" and must not be brought to
Justice.
There Is "grafting" going on all over
the land. None is too high or too low
to be suspected of it. hi order not to
hurt any one's feelings you should substitute the word "financiering" as often
as possible. The man who "financiers"
you out of your all might appeal to the
law for damages if you called bim by
the rlgbt name.
Fire years ago if you met a highway
robber as be was out working up business he would be humming a gay air
and feeling that thja was not such a
bad old world after all. If you appealed to him to leave you enough of your
own money to buy the baby a nursing
bottle be would gallantly accede to the
request and throw In a cigar besides.
He was honest In his occupation. He
was a highway robber aud nothing
poor-hous-

else.
Tou

can't meet the same man tonight. He huug on as long as he could,
but be was driven out of business by
the "grafters" men who Juggle with
stocks, raise the price of the necessa
riea of life, fill the country with
and then steal the roofs off
them. Your highway robber used to be
caught now and then by some constable wbo didn't share the spoils with
him, and he stood up and took bis punishment like a man.
At rare Intervals your "grafter" Is
caught with the goods on him. There
was a slip somewhere. He never
meant to be caught. He doesn't throw
He employs
up his hands, however.
from three to six first class lawyers:
his friends kindly "fix" from three to
six of the jury; some one with a political pull sees the Judge. When the
case comes to trial we find that we
have been calling a shluing light of
honesty a thief and are liable in heavy
damages. Apologies are banded out all
around, and he goes on his way to
"graft" some more.
The air Is full of it, my sou. Almost
every corporatlou and public official Is
full of it. We can't live without paying "graft" for everytblug we eat and
drink and wear, and we can't die without being buried in a trust coffiu. I've
been slashing around on earth for
years, and I can't remember a
time when it came harder on human
nature to be honest. It's a pretty bard
thing for one man to buckle down and
aw wood at 60 cents a cord when another Is making $20 a day by "financWhile Farmer Reub is grubing."
bing out a bare living in his fields the
constable his vote helped to elect is
making $15 a day by permitting autos
to speed at a higher Nmtt than the law
s

sixty--

four

says.

Nevertheless, my son, my advice to
you is to hang on to yourself. Don't
be carried away by the financiering excitement. If the man wbo was called
a robber five years ago Is referred to
as a grafter today another five years
may change things back. As a people
we get streaks on. We seem to go to
the devil for a few years and forget
that there is such a thing as Integrity,
and then we haul up short and begin
to All the state prisons with shining
lights. There are signs In the air that
a change is coming.
When it comes
the Judge wbo Is holding stock in a
trust, the Juryman who has been taking bribes, the banker wbo has been
faithless to his trust and the congressman who has sold his influence to a
corporation are going to have a hard
time getting away to South America,
and the mosquitoes will botber them
after they get there.
Tou can't make any permanent
change In a civilized race. It will be
honest about so long and dishonest
about so long. It will have a conscience and admire integrity for a few
years, and then every man will seem
to feel licensed to rob every other
man's hen roost. Today we would admire the man who could raise the price
of kerosene oil to 40 cents a gallon
and make tl0.000.000 in a week. A

year hence hVdgo to pT1sbri"T5spfte
of all the lawyers In the land.
There was Just another such "grafting" era when Uncle Jerry was sent
to the legislature. He saw other men
selling their voles, and he didn't sit
down and figure thai It was only a
spasm, lie decided that. It was going
to he a permanent thing and that the
people had made up their minds to be
"grafted" on for all time to come. Uncle Jerry got S."iOO for his vote and
went home and painted his bouse and
barn a beautiful yellow. The palm
was hardly dry when a spasm of virtue came along, and Uncle Jerry had
to hand that yellow house and barn
over to the lawyers to keep himself
out of state prison.
Just now we are permitting the
trusts to rob the dead and the living.
We are kicking on the one band and
buying their stock so as to reap the
When
big dividends on the other.
these trusts can defy the highest courts
In the land and squeeze the people a
little harder every day It looks like a
sure and lasting thing. Dou't count on
it, my boy. The people will get up on
their bind legs some day and begin to
howl, and before they are through there
will be a new deal all around.
The real rulers of any country are
the workers.
When the farmer aud
the mechanic have been sat on about
so long tbey will begin to squirm.
Then is the time for the "grafter" to
take a European trip. The squirming
will soon become a struggle, and there
has never been a struggle yet betweeu
the oppressed and oppressor but what
the former won.
And, after all, we can't rid ourselves
of the fact that we have conxcleaces.
There are hundreds of millionaires in
this country, and when it Is asserted
In all earnestness that not Ave of them
have made their fortunes honestly
dou't you believe there is cringing ail
along the line? The "grafter" may
store up bis hundreds of thousands aud
walk around with his nose In the air,
but he must feel that be Is an object
of distrust and suspicion.
Money Is u
good thing, my sou, but if you haven't
made It In an honest way and the village cooper passes you by without a
nod It will Bet you to thinking.
Cut It our. That Is, don't join the
"grafters." In the first place, you may
be "Investigated"
when the change
comes and find yourself lit a bole, and,
In the second, there isn't so much In
being able to buy scented soap and
silver back hairbrushes as you Imagine. Plain, old fashioned bar soap and
a plain, old fashioned hairbrush carried George Washington Into the hearts
of millions of people for all time to
come, and they ought to be good enough
for evryday folks like you and me.

JOHN

BECK EE,

Pmideat.
WJ. If. BE1QEK,

HXPKKSS, MAIL AND

LIMITED

FAST

FREIGHT

TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL OC

OVER TUP. MAIN LINK THROUGH TO

BELEN,

EAST AN D WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ed (many of them improved by ci itivation)
a first

We aeed

gravel.

clua

bakery,

;

rait

well

The lots offered aw in the center of the city,,

no sand or

tailor shop, shoe

house, jeweler, plumbing shot, planing mill, con and wooi
yard, drug store, harness shop, ete., t!., also a Irit

cla,

modern hoi

1.

Our prices of lots are

low

and leiuis on easy payments;

d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
chhIi.
may remau. on note, with mortgage
One-thir-

BELEN T0WNSITE

wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans

The

ALL

Two-thir-

for one year, with
Apply

it

.nice for map and

the raottvst lots,

Secretary.

cent, interest thereon.

8 per

price,

if you w'sh to secure

Ui

Belen Town and Improvement Company

He Had Alrra.l. Et."
"I know a western Kansas town

In a Board ng llonae.

where the rules of etiquette are purely
upon a logical basis," said a man from
the short grass country the other day.
''The daughter of the hotel keeper at
whose hostelry 1 was living was to be
married. I received an invitation. At
about 11 o'clock in the evening the
wedding supper was spread. Ail old
lady came down the tabic side, passing
the viands to the guests. When she
reached my plate she skipped me and
began again with the next man. The
eld lady had seen me eating my sup
per as usual at 6 o'clock.
" 'You've et,' she said as she gave
me the go by. Things began to look
dubious for me. Then an old man
came along with more food. He also
had seen me eating at tho usual evening hour. He shied around me with a
look of surprise that I should be at the
Hitherto Patient Boirder Mrs. Starr-em- ,
feed rack again and said, 'Why, you've
1 can stand
et.'
having hash every day
"Everybody had been 'saving up' for In the week, but when on Sunday you
the occasion so that they might eat like put raisins in It and call It mince pie
eroes at that wedding feast. The fact I draw the line.
that I had not been missing any meals
Wouldn't Be So Complicated..
nearly ostracized me in that happy
gathering." Kansas City Times.
Tbe Fate of Cittea.
Some ancient cities have disappear
ed. The archaeologist digs through tbe
sands of the desert, the accumulations
of vegetable mold and the debris of
human habitation in a search for the
palaces of great kings, the markets of
wealthy traders and tbe homes of a
once numerous people. The massacres
of ancient warfare may explain some
of these dead and burled cities. The
inability of people in early history to
deal with the sanitary problems of a
congested population may have been a
contributing cause to their destruction.
Cities may have died because their
people could not live. But iu most
cases a change In tbe routes of com
merce will be found to have diverted
the stream of nourishment from a city
and left it to die of starvation. Yet
the Eternal City and Athens, Byzan
tium, Jerusalem, Antioch and Damascus Illustrate the tenacity of municipal vitality, even though a long succession of centuries brings great
changes in the methods and subjects
and courses of

11 a

HUM
0
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i

"
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Tho Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centra!
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, v. TOtfKANCE
thence via the famoim Ward Steam-- !
bL.'p Line to New York. The return
FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 8ERVICE.
will be by rail over uny line to El
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC v
Paso. The entire trip, covering thou- sands of mlleH, Havana, Cuba, and its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and r!
dozen of the largest cities of the Unl-- !
ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed aud the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America."
Further information can be secured by addressing
A, Dulohery, Commercial Agent, E)
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, Assistant General Passenger Agent. City

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

If you cannot afford to pay for a
daily paper, subscribe lor the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It la a
gnnd paper to send to ynur frlendfl

earth try

If you want anything on
Mexican "art "

a New

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

P

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
4 A. M. Regit
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
1, A. F.

P. m.

It.

T

STEPHEN'.!, W.

ALAN R, McCORD.

M.

Ccy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
I, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7:30

make geography a blamed sight ea
Bulletin,

p. m.

traffic-Philadel-

a. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR S8LIQMAN, Becy.

Record.

Herbert Spencer.

A queer instance of the working of
Herbert Spencer's mind is mentioned
by the two sisters In whose household
he lived. He came to the table one day
absorbed in thinking about some photographs of the nebulae he had just
received:
"As he rose from his chair he stood
for a minute gazing with gleaming eyes
M. QUAD.
Into the distance, and then muttered in
a disjointed fashion, as if half to himA Fellow
Feeling.
"I beg of you not to Judge me harsh- self, words to this effect: 'Thirty milly," said the new acquaintance, "al- lions of suns, each probably having Its
though my disposition may seem to own system, and supposing them each
you to be soured, i'ou may not be- to be the size of a pin's head tbey are
Wrhat does .it all
lieve it, but I was once much better fifty miles apart!
mean?' And then, without a pause
off."
"Of course
understand what you and only a change of voice, 'The fluff
mean," replied Henpeck. "I'm mar- still comes out of that cushion, you
"Ma'am, we don't allow babies In
know.' as with a ware of his small,
ried myself." Detroit Free Press.
thin tand toward If he passed rapidly this house."
"But I'm going to put him in pants
out of the room, leaving us both beThe War of Servant!.
next
week." New York Herald.
wildered
which
the
with
by
quickness
"I see Bilkins has come out as a canhis mind worked. "
didate for governor," said Subbubs.
How High riacei Affect Her.
"Yes," replied Citiman; "he has anA
Henj Sample.
nounced that It's his ambition to be the
Sometimes (he rigors of patent office
servant of the people."
are not without their humor
procedure
"Servant? What! Doesn't he mean ous
A New York attorney filed
side.
to keep the place if he gets It?" Philan application for Improvements in a
adelphia Press.
centrifugal pump. The patent office
declared the invention inoperative and
Explanation.
i
model. The patdemanded a
Her-- 1
can't understand why Mildred ent office wasworking
to send an exrequested
has so many admirers. She neither aminer to Trenton to
the maInspect
plays nor sings.
chine In actual operation.
This tbe
Him That's the answer. Chicago
patent office refused to do. The atNews.
torney, therefore, politely sent a seven
ton pump to the patent office sent It,
The Center of the Glove.
to satisfy a
The city of London Is said to be the moreover, from Trenton
men
center of the land hemisphere of our skeptical examiner. Twenty-onto get It Into the examwere
required
claimed
Is
It
words,
globe. In other
that a radius of 6,000 miles on the iner's office. Scientific American.
curved surface of the earth would deTitle In Germany.
scribe a circumference inclosing more
The question of title is one of the
land, from Londou as a center, than
In Germany, a fact of
from any other city on the planet. Sev- most delicate
reeral other places have been claimed which the stranger Is constantly
as the "axle of the globe," C. Piazzl minded In intercourse with the people,
with tbe women, Frau
Smith, the famous "pyramid astrono- particularly
"But don't you want to be a good litmer," endeavoring to prove that the Professor, Frau Director, Frau Doctor,
tle girl and go to heaven?"
husmost
are
about
their
particular
great pyramid Is situated on the center
"Yes, but I s'pose I'll get dizzy and
band's titles being attached to their
spot of the land surface. In ancient own
names, but when It comes to mili- want to jump off ."Philadelphia Press.
times it was claimed that the temple
Is different, and both
of Delphi stood on the "navel of the tary circles it
Latter Oar Breeiinem.
men and women protest vigorously
universe." Several of the petty oriental
"How often do your housemaids
Lieutenthis
of
titles.
against
sharing
kingdoms have at different times laid
B. objects to having his wife dust?"
claims to being "the universal center," ant von
"Do you mean how often do they fan
as Frau Lieutenant, which
and at one time the Chinese claimed addressed
as well to the wife of the furniture." asked slangy Mrs.
that the celebrated "porcelain pagoda" title belongs
"or how often do they skip
was the center around which the sua, Lieutenant Schmidt or Half of a less
.
aristocratic
regiment
moon and itartl revolved.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
l, K. T. Regular conclave
"4 fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
W. 15. GRIFFIN. S. C.
:S0 p. m.
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.

y

1'
lr

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.

1,

14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tho third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.

Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN KASLEY, 32.
Venerable Mauler
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.

1

,

I. O. O. F.

O. O. F.,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.

Courier-Journal-

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grcnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico,
Your business respectfully solicited.
W, H. ANDREWS,
a. 8. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK OiBERT,
Ant, See'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,
A. i.. GRIMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND Y0UKELF WKITING THE
SAME THING FEEQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

1

MAX KALTKR,
DAVID L. MILLER. Secy.

N. Q.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTHR. C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance,

e

out7"-Louisv- ille

TICCTt

of Mexico.

"Soon, my son, there'll be no north,
no south, no east, no west."
"I'll be glad or that, grandpa; 'twill

Hopeful.

liTEAMSHIP

stop-ove-

a

0

GATEWAY.'

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe LodeO, No. 40, R. P. O.
'tolds Its regi'lar session on the secon
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Vlaltlng brother are Invited and wel
. K.
NORMAN L. 1UNU,
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

PRICE-LIS-

T

ISo
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 6 inches long. . . ,?6c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
lo
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 21c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where tjpe used is over one-ha-lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
10c
tfdger Dater, month, day and year in
35a
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
35c; 3x6, 50c;
Ux2, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 2Jx3i, 25c;
44i7J, 71c.
One-lin-

e

one-ha-

lf

2i4,

FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
ui
Union of America. Regular meetings
Drat and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street. Visiting Trailers welcome.
R. L. BACa., Fraternal Matter.
!?--

DAVID GONZALHS, Secy.
kfiQQIl O MONTOYA, Treat

FOR

JiEW

TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

EXICAfl PRIflTIJIG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

vV'f

i

;
PACE

SANTA FE NEW

SIGH

GROCERS,

BUTCHERS

BAYERS,

EASTERN RAILWAY
DECISION IW GALIS- OF NEW MEXICO
TED RANCH CASE

!

Will Be Opened for Freight and Pas-

CARTWRIGHT-DAVISC-

senger Business About
ber First.

a

250 San Francisco Street,
(irocerv telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone

Novem-

lUe

City Soda Crackers

UNDERPRICING.
We are selling a number of Items
for less than their real value. No
limit as to quality except the extent
i'f our stocks which are largo.
Wisconsin cream cheese, per lb l"c,
1C oz. cans Rocky Mountain Cream 5c.

burs Cudahy's Borax Naptha toap,
which is a white laundry soap of merit, for 25c. Formk'll toilet soap per
box 2nc. 8 barR EZ laundry soap for
25 cents.
(i

The portion of the Eastern Railway
of New Mexico between Sunnyslde and
Eprls, a distance of 57 miles will be

No. 44)

finished within the next two months
and it is believed the line will be open for through passenger and freight
business by November 1st, At Texi-cconnection Is made with the Gulf,
Colorado and Santa Fe Railway, a
rail connection of the great Santa Fe
system. This will give the Santa Fe
the shortest connection from Galveston, Texas, through New Mexico and
Arizona to Ixs Angeles, California.
The Santa Fe system has also acquired
an option on a railroad line running
from a central point on the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe to New Orleans,
Louisiana. If this option is taken up
the road the Santa Fe will then
also have a through line from the
Crescent City to the Pacific wast.

r,c

I'neeila lllscults
I'needa .linger Wayfers
Marshiiiallow Dainties

loc
10c

o

PIPE TOBACCO
The line of pipe tobaccos handled
by us Is hard to equal. The popular
sellers just now are Van Vibber, Imperial Cube cut, Qbold, Continental
Cubes, Uine Jack, and Plaza Cuh"
We of course handle ail the old favorites such as Seal of North Carolina,
Bull Durham, Duke's Mixture, Sweet
Caporal, etc.

PEACHES.
In udilitlon to the town grown peach-.we are receiving shipments of Bernalillo and Las Cruces peaches. The
PIPES.
season being much farther advcnaed
lu those localities the offerings are of
A new shipment or pipes just. In.
tine quality some specimens weighing We have genuine amber mouth pieces
;is much as 12 oz. each
and genuine Franch briar bowls at ENCOURAGING NEWS
A num?.r,c, Sue, 70c, and $1.00 eacn.
FROM MOR1ARTY
ber' of new style pipes at 3.r,c and 50c.
stems,
and
triplex
FRESH VEGETABLES.
Some with duplex
Crops Looking Fine Says W. Z. Wade
our stock of fresh vegetables is some with removable inner bowls,
New Adobe Hotel to be
old
the
Call on some In new shapes and all
,it all times quite complete.
Erected.
us or telephone and we will be able shapes a.id styles that, have provhit
amber
lo furnish your needs In this line. en
(ienulne
desirable,
R ',. Wade, a recent settler in the
Fresh celery twice a week.
weichsi'l cigar holders, each 25c.
F.slancia Valley, who has a homestead
in the vicinity of Moriarty. was a
visitor 'here last week.
He reBUTTER.
BISCUITS.
ports that tho crop outlook in the
Having bad considerable trouble district is
The National Biscuit Company is
we
very promising.
now Ueilyeni.g, freight paid, ail its wiih our regular brands of butter
According to Mi'. Wade, the corn
CLOW"
the
added
to
have
us
package goods. This enables
in has tasseled out, alfalfa is ready for
make substantial reductions in prices. BRAND which is coming forward
cutting again, millet is looking fine
and
of
excellent
quality
Frotanas, Newtons, Social Teas, Five fine condition,
of delicate and oats and wheat, were never betO'clock Teas, or Old Fashioned Sugar perfectly sweet, fresh and
ter. Mr. Wade says that some of the
10c flavor.
Cookies, per package
wheat in the fields Is four foot eight
Inches tail by actual measurement,
.'ho stand of oats Is three feet, in
height.
Judge M. T. Moriarty Is erecting an
PRANClSCO DhLHAUl'
adobe hotel at Moriarty 2." by 70 feet.
LEVI A HUGHES.
s

I)

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Realwith Estate
small

MARKET

capital an. also
We have some choice property for the person
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let, us show you our list of property.
M.
:
:
:
;
Santa Fe
of

Office

West Pide

REPORT.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. "..Money on call

I.

Phua,

per cent; Prime
Silver

easy
cantile paper

New York, Aug. 7.

Copper firm

1

St, Louis, Mo., Aug.
IF.

W. A',

AKEES.

TOWNSEND.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

St.

The old establisned line of poods formerly carried h!
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance

unchanged.

to Coronado Hotel.

I

TOWNiEND, Proprietors.

J

EADQUARTERS
for Wt4din

lie Mw

he

hew

Kic.

mm psihtius

m

Grand Jury at Philadelphia Found
Them in Conspiracy to Increase
Prices.
The
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 7.
grand jury today found true bills
against fourteen members of he Philadelphia Ice exchange charged with a
conspiracy to Increase the price of
ice. The defendants will be prosecut
ed Jointly.

New Mabo.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper if ordered In larger quantities. These tablets are made from
Mhe odds and ends of the best pappr
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when
buying.

THE

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCOFODATIOIJS

SULPHUR 8PIRNCS,

.

INDICTMENTS FOR
ICE DEALERS

Of

HO FOR

Pfd

LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Aug. 7. Cattle receipts 6,000, strong to 10 cents higher;
native steers
southern
$4 6.25;
steers $2.754.50; southern cows $2
3.25; native cows and heifers $2(?)
5.25; stackers and feeders $2.25
4.50; bulls $23.50; calves
$2.50
5.50; western fed steers
$3.75(56;

Sheep receipts 15,000, strong; sbeep
$3.255.35; lambs $i.808.

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

Steel

7.

Mercantile Stationery
MBfctarr

STOCK MARKET.
Closing Stocks, Aug. 7. Atchison 94;
N. Y. Cent. 141-1-Pfd 100-1-Pent)
134-1-So. Pac.
U. P. 157 4
;
Pfd 1)4; Amalgamated Copper

western fed cows $2.50(?i)4.25.
Sheep receipts 5,000, 10 cents higher. Top lambs $7.60; muttons $4f
5.50; lambs $5.50 7.00; range wethers $4 5.75; fed ewes $4 5.25.
7. Cattle
Chicago, Aug.
receipts
4,500, strong; beeves $3.756.60; cows
and heifers $1.25Si5.30; stackers and
feeders $2.50rf 4.25; Texans $3f4.75;
western steers $3.60(35.25; calves $5

Aacmau

Card mat

Ills., Aug. 7 Wheat SepDec.
(ft
Corn
Dec.
Oats
(fi1-4- ;
;
Dec.
Pork
$17.12-1-;
Jan. $14.20; Lard
$8.87-1-2- :
Oct. $8.92-1-(fi$S.ft.r.
Sept. $9.25; Oct. $8.95.
WOOL MARKET.
Ixmls, Aug. 7. Wool steady and

Chicago,

tember
sept.

Ribs

&

Spelter quiet

5.95.

"THE CLUB"
AKERS

Mer-

Lead dull r.7o.
TIS.TG.
7

N- -

GIVE US
THEM.

M.

A

CALL

AND

If you want, anything on
a New Mexican "afl."

EXAMINE

eann

P er sona1 Mention.
rrnhrlmiPil Ttwm

'Pas--

7, 1906.

Favorable to Complainant Eloisa L.
Conductor A. h. Robb, on the Santa
de BergereJ-ValuaProperty
Fe Central Railway, Is on a vacation.
nvolved.
Mrs. H. B. Baca will return home
this
evening after a visit of a couple
Judge Bdwid A. Mann, acting In of weeks among relatives at Springer.
lieu of Judge McFle, has just handed
Little Ivorna Iester, daughter of Mr.
down a decisin In the case of Eloisa
Mrs. Felix Lester, of Albuquerque,
and
ChavL. de Bergere ;t al., vs, Luciano
is on a visit to her little friend here,
es, et al fmrable to the plaintiffs
Roslna Bergere, at the Bergere home
and awardlnato them possession of
on Grant Avenue.
valua
or
the Galisteo tanch
grant,
A. C. Voorhees, attorney at law and
able parcel o land in southern Santa
one of the best known citizens of RaPe County, "pe case has been In probusiness today
cess of trial (for tho past five years ton, looked after legal
In the Capital. Mr. Voorhees is one
ranch
The
is
Interest.
of unujiml
and
of the old timers and has a number
In question huonged to Manuel Antoof friends in Santa Fe who are always
nio Otero, lis ancestor of plaintiffs,
to meet him.
ich year he contracted glad
In 1878, in
Mrs. W. R. Dye, wife of the rector
to sell It to hne Sena y Baca, 1n ex- of the Holy Faith Church of this city,
change for e interest of the latter has received a
telegram notifying her
In the Baca hr Estancia grant, tne
of the death of her uncle, William
Baca
Sena
1hnt
y
thing
agreement
at Amerlcus, Georgia. The
should take iid hold possession of the Harrold,
deceased had been an invalid for
Oalisteo rantt, and that deeds there
He was about sixty
for should b forthcoming from Otero many years.
years old.
upon the cm Irmatlon of the Estancia
Probate Judge John T. Hogue, of
title by t'he surveyor general. Sena
County, Arizona, was among
Apache
Bnr-wenl Into possession and the
y
arrivals from the south
last
night's
ranch has
held by him nd Ills
and attended to personal business
assigns, dowk to the Ohaveses, the here
today. Judge Hogue was general
present defeil rlants, ever since 1878.
of the stage lines owned by
agent
Meantime, tf. Estancia grant passed James A. Walsh from Santa Fe to
through n ling course of litigation; Prescott from 1876 to 1880. He was
was rejectedpy the surveyor general,
a frequent visitor In Santa Fe those
in a Teport lo Congress, was urged
before the hurt, of private land days.
Augustin Gonzales, of Cow Springs,
claims, confirmed there for eleven a
prosperous farmer there, has-beleagues, and an appeaA sued out by in the
city, on a visit to his brother
both the el mants and the United
Manuel Gonzales on Delgado Street.
States, and, ti review In the Supreme Mr. Gonzales
says that crops In his
Court of the nlted States, it was fin- Fe 'County are of
Santa
of
section
ally rejected In 1895. Thereupon, ac- - the
best, that live stock is In fine conith
to
decision
the
of
cording
present,
dition and there Is water both for Ircourt, the O ro family ceased to be
rigation and for live stock in abundobligated to tiake 'deeds to the assigns ance. The farmers there are prosof Sena y aca, for the Gallsteo
perous.
ranch, under the agreement, of 1878,
and the ten cy of Sena y Baca and
his assigns rrminated. The holding
of the Chare es at present was there(Continued from Page Five.)
fore a posse sion without title, the
title still beitg In the descendants and
A decree of absolute separation was
heirs of Mantel Antonio Otero. Various other questions came up on the rendered this morning by Judge Mcof the first judicial district court
record, and trie case has been regard Fle
In the divorce case of Francisco Luce-ras
ed
very complex. On account of
vs. Altagracla Martinez de Lucero.
the relationship of the clerk of the
district cou t, A. M. Bergere, to the both of Golden. Tho plaintiff brought
suit on the grounds of desertion.
plaintiffs, Jtilge McFle several months
ago referred t'he ease for decision to
Judge Mani.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
It is anticipated that an appeal will
Postoffice Discontinued.
be sued out by the defendants.
The poHtofflep at Galltnas Spring,
Messrs. 'patron and Conner repreSan Miguel County, will be disconsented the plaintiffs, and Messrs.
tinued after August. 14, 1000; patrons
& Thompson the defendants.
will he supplied from Chaperilo.
Postmaster Appointed.
QUARRELED OVER
George A. Perrault has been appointed postmaster at Sherman. Grant
A PET DOG County.
Pension Granted.
Mounted Officer Huber Said That was
A pension has been granted to Mrs.
Cause of Embroglio With Pino
Hannah Wright of Oran, New Mex
Caming Arrest.
Ico. of $12.00 per month from September 2d. 1904.
According to the statement of
The New Mexican Printing ComMounted Policeman Richard Huber,
who was arrested yesterday on com- pany is prepared to fill promptly and
plaint of Juan Pino, his neighbor, on satisfactorily all orders for engraved
announcea charge of threatening the said Pino visiting cards, marriage
with a knife, the quarrel
took ments, InvitationR and all work of that
place over a dog owned by Mrs. Hu- kind. Prices as low an compatible
ber. Officer Huber Cenles
that he with good work. Call at the New
threatened Pino with a weapon but Mexican office and examine sample?
and prhe
only threatened to "lick" him.
"I was absent from home," said Huber, "when my wife and Mrs. Pino U. 9. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
had some words because Mrs. Pino
Forecast for New Mexico.
hit iny wife's
dog with a stone,
Partly cloudy lontebl, and Wednesday
wounding the animal after It had with Inc.dl thnrider showers In north anil
been playing with the Pino children. east portion.
Yesterdav the therm. uneter registered
My wife, upon my return said that
Juan Pino entered my ihome and as follows:
Maximum temperature 7!) degrees at
to
threatened
trtke her. Sunday
4:10 p m,
morning, I met Pino in the yard and
Minimum temperature no deitren at
told him if he ever entered my home 5:4 fi n. m.
again, he would get well licked and
The mean temperature lor the 94
I meant It. I did not. have a gun with hours was (!4 degrees.
me. It was In the house."
Man relative humidity 5'? ppr cent.
Precipitation a trace.
LowpsI temperature during last night
ANTI JOINT STATE- 55 degrees
Temperature ntfi.oo a. in. toniiy.'5i
HOOD CAMPAIGN degrees.
a

bn

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE

FORTY-EIGHT-

Minor City Topics.

o

GRANDE

DENVER &

0ft

Scenic Line of the Wofld."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE
.i

:.;.,..TO

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

'

Et

and Went
Connection at Dnvr with all liiw
Low
Other
Line.
a
Time a Quick and Ratet aa
SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresoma Delay at Any Station.

PULLMAN

For

P1ntTte

aartMnf Mttrr or Information Mdr:

S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. md T. A., 0ENVFR, COLORADO,
A. S BAKNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, HEW MtXlCO,

r

Ren-ehn- n

anti-join-

New Mesicaa
Company
gUBLISHERS

JtiiO . .
BINDERS . .

KliN

UNIVERSITY

The Republican and Democratic
Central Committees of Arizona met in
. .
. ,
Phoenix last Saturday and after a
lengthy session appointed a combined
committee consisting of Republicans
t
and Democrats to conduct an
statehood campaign for both parties.
The conventions of the two parties for
the nomination of candidates
for
delegate to the GOth Congress, will br
OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 20,
held at Bisbee, September 6th next.
Commercial, Normal,
Preparatory,
These candidates will be nominated
on party tickets and the fight for Engineering, College, and
departments.
success will be made within party
Complete faculty.
lines.
Seven buildings, including two new
dormitories.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Beautiful campus and healthful surIs prepared to do the best of brief
roundings.
work in short order and at very reasFor further information address,
onable rates, Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present, them to the
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New MexN. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
ican Printing Company and leave their

1

of

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

New Mexico.

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK,

Ptes. W. G. Tight,

try

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.
FE. NEW

SANTA

MEXICO.

You'll Have to Hurry!

Chamberlain's

A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had.
Come quick and get the
first pick.

OLD

:

CURIO

:

Almott every family hat need
of a reliabla remedy for colic or
diarrhea at lome time during the
year.

Thii remedy is recommended
by dealer who have told it far
many yean and know hi value.
It hat received theuiandi al
tettimoniak from grateful people.
It hat been preicribed by
with the mort latisfactoty

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP,
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

We Arft Headquarters

for the Best

phy-ikia- ni

As-

sortment of

CURIOS

AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

u, a.

-

'..-

,.-

-

.,..,

t

V--

T

m

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets. Pottery and
dian Curio in the United 8tae.

J
".(!,

Iff

S '

In--

'

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man leel at peace witb the
wlole world. You ca get it at th9
Bon Ton Hote! and Lunch Counter.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

THE ORIGINAL

OFEiTS SEPTBMBBE6,1906.

Pi

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.

H

BROTHER E. LEWIS President.

en

The Republican and Democratic Central Committees Combine on Issue
Conventions at Bisbee.

X

St. Michael's College

Four!

ble

Mu.

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

ijJAN, SANTA FE, X. M.

reiulti.
It hat often wved life before
medicine could have been tent for
ac a physician summoned.
It only costs a quartet. Caa
ou afford to risk so much for ta
le

BUY IT NOW.

,

.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street

Office
1

to

3

p.

Telephone No 30.

Hcurs

:

in., except Wednesday

ard Sunday.
PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First olpss aecommodntlons for
limited number of patients.
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

ments. Faradic, galvanic
and static electricity.
Badlographlc work.
Violet Raja. Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

M

